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Lot
Title & Description
Number

1

Antique European Cameo Glass Iris Vase with Hand Written Base Marks - 15.5" tall, 5.25" rim, 4.25 base - ovate form expert cameo
carving to reveal subtle variation of colors in iris, olive to mauve colors on peach satin body - unknown maker, original pencil/ ink
marks on base, purchased on one of familiesEuropean tour from 1920s-1950, along with the Galle Cameo vases in this auction marks are similar to those of Webb in England, Schneider has similar forms and color palette,family story was Galle - you decide! - {in
house shipping available in oversized box}

2

Lladro Nude "Peace Offering" Gres Porcelain Figure - #13559 - 22" tall (great condition) {in house shipping available, will be a very
large box}

3

13" 1920s Art Deco Orange Satin Glass Accent Lamp with Hand Painted Scenic Mushroom Form Shade - striking black on orange hand
painted tree lined hill landscape shade and similar painted accents on raised hollow foot - shade fits like lid into raised glass collar of
base (No fit screws, so handle carefully) - in house shipping available

4

Pr of Antique German 800 Silver Handled Serving Bowls with Glass Inserts - 5.5" diameter rim x approx. 3" tall, beautiful cartouche
repousse panel with scrolled handles and feet, German moon and crown, "GEBR. FRIEDLANDER" M and 800 marks on base with clear
crystal inserts - 33.5 troy oz. Silver weight - in house shipping available

5

Rudolf Marcuse (1878-1929) Gilt Bronze & Ivory Statue "Edelmann, Chryselephantin" Circa 1900 - 11" tall on black marble plinth with
gilt bronze body with ivory hands, cuffs, head and collar, signed on base Marcuse Fec. Foundry Mark: Akt..Ges. Gladenbeck Berlin. {in
house shipping available to legal states}

6

Authentic Vintage Fendi Penguin Striped Kelly Convertible Bag with COA - handle and removable strap (near mint condition) {in house
shipping available}

7

14K Yellow Gold Slide Bracelet - 7 1/4" long (25.7 dwt.) with 10 slides, one made into clasp incl. diamond, amethyst, agate. ruby, &
sapphires {in house shipping available}

8

1 oz $50 Gold American Eagle Coin 1986 - The United States' official gold bullion coin. The Gold American Eagle was first released in
1986 {in house shipping available}

9

L Newton Florida Highwaymen Oil on Masonite of Royal Poinciana - Lemuel Newton (1950-2014) was the youngest of the three
Newton brothers of Florida Highwaymen fame, using bold colors and impressionistic brush work to create a vibrant reflection of a
moment in time. Although he was not as outspoken as the other Newton brothers, his work is strong and confident and sought after.
18"×24" Masonite painting of Royal Poinciana tree in full bloom in front of waterfront cottage in 21.5"×27.5" antiqued white painted
frame - {in house shipping available with box construction charge}

10

Par J. Garnier {Jean Garnier French Sculptor} Clock With Spelter Woman & Chrub Figuries - This beautiful 20th century French figural
clock, entitled Les Roses, was originally sculpted by Jean Garnier, he was a 19th-century French sculptor best known for his bronze
figures and decorative vessels. Born in 1853 in Mouzeuil, France, Garnier would go on to exhibit at the Salon des Artiste Francais,
winning an honorable mention in 1892.
This clock featuring a woman and cherub on a rouge marble base with ormolu feet. The clock dial is enamel with painted floral
decoration and Arabic numerals, brass hands, two winding holes, and a brass outer ring. It has an eight day movement, pendulum,
strikes on a bell on the hour and half-hour. working Key included. {in house shipping available with extra cost for boxing}

11

1968 Vintage Original Poster. Famous Faces - Motorcycle The Cycle - by Seymour Chwast - 35 7/8" X 24 1/4", bright color {in house
shipping available}

12

Naïve Style Wood Carving Of Indigenous Woman - one piece of solid wood with some hand painting - 27" tall x 15" wide x 12 1/2"
deep {in house shipping available, very heavy}

13

Collection Of 6 Silk On Silk Blind Stich Framed Panels - See photos for details additional charges for shipping

14

3 Vintage Original Psychedelic Black Light Posters - "Hang Up" Orange Face on black background 38"x25", Psychedelic "Fishes"
engraving by M C Esher, Platt Mfg Co. Los Angles 29" square, & Surfs Up Art Bevacqua 1970 Dick Dagres Posters LA 35"x22.5"

15

Bear Honey Pot Fountain - Bear hugging a tree honey pot fountain made of fiberglass by Garden Oasis. working with pump. (CAUTION
DO NOT USE HONEY) 27" tall x18" wide x 21" deep {in house shipping available, will require large box}

16

Jerry Angel Giclee and Album Art Poster, Signed by Stanley Mouse - 39"x29.5" giclee print on canvas of Jerry Garcia as angel, signed
with mouse annotation by Stanley Mouse, famous artist designer of many of the Grateful Dead's Albums along with signed print of
album cover, both with COA from Project Open Hand that Stanley Mouse donated them to {in house shipping available with box
build}

17

22" Alligator Head with Marble Glass Eyes - Vintage estate item {Local pick up only, WE WILL NOT SHIP THIS ITEM OUT OF STATE}

18

Richard Piccolo Oil on Canvas Still Life Painting - Richard Piccolo, Italian artist and architect, has been exhibited throughout Europe
and the US. In addition he is known for his mural work at The Crown America Corp, The US Bank Plaza and Hotel Pierre with
numerous awards and grants and working as adjunct associate professor at Notre Dame campus in Rome. Fine composition with
flowers and fruit in country kitchen setting - 16"×20" canvas in 22"×26" frame (in house shipping available)

19

Miller Lite Pilsner Beer Tap, Banner Germany Tap - Lite Beer wood handle total length tap with handle 30" - In house shipping
available
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20

Gerald Samuels (1927 - 2004) New York, 3-Vintage Abstract Expressionist Paintings - Charcoal on paper "Cloudlog Series", Maine
Orbit # 8 11 5/8"x17.25", cloudlog #31 - 24 .5"x19.5", & untitled 17.5"x24". "{Many times I wished I could fly like the birds and have that sense
of freedom," said artist Gerald Samuels. ‘The Hybirds' are a source of life, energy, light; one of space-time and overcoming of gravity
and physical disability. Mr. Samuel's work has been widely shown nationally and internationally, and is included in major museums
and corporate collections including the Corcoran Gallery and San Francisco Museum. His paintings are elevating and mystical, subtly
weaving together his sensitive assessment of his symbolic world. In these flyways and routes the work touches landscape, musical
scores and outer space. His work has been part of the New York art scene since the early fifties. He has taught art in many schools
including Brooklyn College and Pratt Institute - Local Pick Up Only or buyer arranges third party shipping

21

2 Beer Barrel Wall Button Signs Lowenbrau & Icehouse - both 18" round, 6" deep - In house shipping available

22

Pflueger Model 1554 Sal-Trout Reel With 15' 8" Bamboo Rod - 4 piece rod with plated brass fittings - In house shipping available

23

Beer Advertising Lights -Coors & Michelob Light - Coors 5" X 18" & Michelob 6" X 22.5" - in house shipping available

24

The Shining Movie Poster Signed by Jack Nicholson & Shelley Duvall - The shining matted poster 42"×30" framed under glass (small
crack to upper right corner), signed by Jack Nicholson and Shelley Duvall - COA from Classic Collectibles, signed 10/24/00 - local pick
up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

25

Anheuser-Busch LA Pilsner Beer Light - wall hanging 21" X 17.5" - In house shipping available

26

Golden Griffin / Eagle Lion Aluminum Statue - 20.5" x 22" long {in house shipping available}

27

Kahlua Advetizing Wall Mount Light - 22" round x 4" deep - In house shipping available

28

Mid Century French Max Sauze "Andromeda" Suspension Swag Light - aluminum with brushed satin finish with orig. tag - 12" tall x
14" diameter (needs a good polishing has paint splatter) {in house shipping available}

29

Oil on Canvas Painting of Girl with Sunflowers by D Nattier - luxurious painting of young girl standing outside doorway gazing at
sunflower garden, signed D Nattier bottom left - 36"×24" canvas in ornate gilt raised repousse 46.5"×34.5" frame (in house shipping
available, boxes are $100 plus shipping costs)

30

Mid Century Brutalist Swag Light in the Style of Tom Greene - torch cut metal with long swag chain cord and inline switch - 17"
diameter x 12" tall {in house shipping available}

31

Pair Of Painted Tin And Pressed Amber Glass Pendant Swag Candle Lamps - 23" Long x 7" wide {in house shipping available}

32

8 Stack Shaker Style Oval Covered Boxes with Natural Stain Colors - 5 colors - 14"-3.5" (in great condition) {in house shipping available}

33

Clear Mid Century Spun Fiberglass Ball Swag Light - 16" tall x 12" diameter (in good condition, chain has rust) {in house shipping
available}

34

Cast Iron Cookware - incl. Griswold No. 4 skillet, 12" & 15" Lodge skillets, Lodge 2 handle pot with lid, & more {local pick up or buyer
arranges third party shipping}

35

Mid Century Ceramic Lamp with Dolphin Design - 30" tall to top of finial x 12" diameter (great condition) {in house shipping available}

36

10 Years of Beckett Baseball Card Monthly Magazine Collection - In loose leaf binders. Sept & Oct 1989, all 12 of the following years,
1990,1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, (1997missing June), 2000, 2001 - In house shipping available

37

Lot Of Vintage Western Electric & Panasonic Telphones and GE Transistor radios - Panasonic KX-TS3282W 2-Line Expandable Office
Phone Intercom, Bell systems western electric beige wall dial phone, Western Electric black jukebox wall phone with separate
transformer, & 2 GE transistor radios 1-black and 1 white {in house shipping available}

38

2 Wood Walking Sticks / Canes - inlaid bone polka dot handle with sterling collar and rubber tip, 37.25" long & Gold Plated and
mother of pearl handle with new stick no tip 35.75" long {in house shipping available}

39

Case Lot of Victorian to 1940's Jewelry - incl. 3 lavalieres, crystal, coral, art glass, & hand knotted Asian necklaces, belt buckles (2
piece mother of pearl flower and brass buckle), rhinestone, bakelite, mother of pearl, & more, old buttons & cufflinks, Victorian brass
anchor pin, Art Deco stick pin, pocket watch chains, mother of pearl rosary, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is no
broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

40

"The Grand Slam Marlin" Sculpture by SPI - brass with patina on marble base - 24" tall x 14'' wide x 8" deep - (great condition) {in
house shipping available}

41

Case of 14 Grey Metal Cast Iron Cowboys, Indians, Toy Soldiers and More - 6 varied cowboys, 1 Indian, WWI Airplane Monitor,
Drummer and 2 soldiers, 2 1800s soldiers, & sailor semi fore {in house shipping available}

42

Case Misc Toys with Action Figures, Erector Set, 3-D Tru Vue Set, Plastic Cars and More - Vintage tin litho sand toy pail loader with
weighted base, 2 action grip GI Joe style In Time Products and 1 Ken style 1990 Big Step Prod. distributed by Hasbro 11" action
figures, wooden case erector set (incomplete), Tru-Vue 3-D film viewer set with box of 22 films incl NY Worlds Fair, cast iron train/
trolley car, field guns, doll roller skates and more - in house shipping available
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43

2 Iron Bunny Door Stops - Mom with Baby - 5" & 3" tall (both in good condition) {in house shipping available}

44

Arabesque Burwood Orchestra & Ballroom Dancers Wall Clock - center clock key wind flanked by 2 plaques of ballroom dancers &
orchestra working with key {in house shipping available}

45

Mid Century Burwood Products Clock Set - #2122 with flying duck side plaques - clock 16.25" square (clock is not working, some rub
spots on the white) {in house shipping available}

46

12" Antique Seated French Boy Doll by S.F.B.J. - "S.F.B.J. Société Française de Fabrication de Bébés et Jouets 236 Paris 4" incised on
the back of the porcelain head with sleepy blue glass eyes, open mouth with teeth, jointed composite body with real hair w/ orig. tag
and orig. (great condition please see photos) {in house shipping available}

47

5 Vintage Tin Litho Watering Cans & Sand Bucket w/ Shovel - incl. 2 Japanese J. Chein & Co. (1 missing handle), 3 Ohio Art watering
cans, & unmarked sand bucket & red shovel {in house shipping available}

48

Giant Clam Shell - 20" long x 13" wide - real shell of Tridacna Gigas - giant clams are very large bivalves and are native to the Indian
and Pacific Oceans - (some chipping) {in house shipping available}

49

2 Signed Stained Glass Mermaid Panels - hanging 16" tall x 7.5" wide & panel in stand 24.5" tall x 12" wide (both in great condition)
(local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

50

1967 The Birds San Jose Civic Auditorium Concert Poster - 22"×17" "San Jose Civic Auditorium - April 7 - $3 $4 $5.50", "Presented By
Live Music" Sparta Poster #5 Copyright 1967 - (great design, color and form, corner pin holes and minor loss, some minor moisture
spots, small crease no tears) - in house shipping available

51

2 Yoruba Diviner's Beaded Crocodile Panels/ Sashes - 56"×12" with cowrie shell eye, head ridge and toe accents, spirit helper body
panel accents of black and blue mask faces, 2 fish and other animal, green red and yellow diamond tail and 51"×13" with cowrie shell
eye and toe accents, lizard spirit helper on head and ancestor with yellow diamonds on body. Red, green and mixed bead diamond
tail - in house shipping available

52

Libbey Rock Sharpe "Berkley" Cut #3005 Stem Goblets in 3 sizes - 18 waters, 21 sherbets and 8v footed tumblers - in house shipping
available

53

2 Shelves full of Ruby Flash Kings Crown Glassware and Related Patterns - "Cubic" punch bowl, 12 footed punch glasses and plastic
ladle on Kings Crown Liner, other King's Crown/ Thumbprint including 16 5 1/2" goblets (7 slightly flared rim, 9 less flared), 12 - 4 1/4"
amd 10 - 3 3/4" glasses, 7 - 8.5" plates, 8 sherbets and 1 - 7" tall compote, 8 wine glasses with white Christmas tree designs, 6
cranberry flash unnamed pattern sherbets and pr individual Heisey Ridgeleigh cream and sugars - in house shipping available

54

2 Shelves Patron Bar Mats and Swag - Two15" square Tequila Patron with bee logo yellow on black, Two 17" Roca Patron with berin
rope circle sage on black and 3.5"×24" in gray rubber bar mats, 15"×12" thin bar mat, barrel form bottle enhancer lit pedestal, bar
tray for garnishes, stickers, ornament, 2 large and 2 small bottles, 17"×22" back lit Patron XO Cafe (switch broken),13 lanyards, 2 pr
metal 6" tumblers, back pack, jacket sunglasses with bag and 5 each "Academia Patron -Creating Tequila Patron" and "Roca Patron"
info and cocktail recipe books - in house shipping available

55

5 Lava Lamps - (all working) {Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

56

2 Vintage Toy Construction Sets - Linka-Thomas Salter Ltd. - Scotland Ho Ziegelstein Ster 1979 35 Pc (100%) and Castos Construction
Set (Castos Ltd - England, 140 Pc Circa 1950 79% complete) - in house shipping available

57

Great Collection of Vintage Child's Kitchen Toys - incl. 1940's Wolverine glass body washing machine with stand & ringer, CC Wood
Co. glass body washing machine (no wringer), and lots of aluminum cook ware incl. 2 glass top percolators, handled coffee dispenser
with spigot, tea kettle, measuring cups, plates with kittens, pans, ice tray, pots, muffin tins, & much more {in house shipping available}

58

50 Vintage Rock and Roll Vinyl Record Albums - The Beetles Rubber Soul, The White Album, A Hard Days Night, Sgt Peppers Hearts
Club Band and Beatles '65, Jethro Tull Aqua Lung and Benefit, Steppenwolf Monster, Emerson Lake and Palmer Trilogy, Elton John
Tumbleweed Collection & Greatest Hits, Crosby Stills Nash & Young 4 Way Street, Crosby/Nash Wind on the Water, Stephen Stills,
Neil Young with Crazy Horse Everybody Knows This is Nowhere,Chicago I and III, Abba Voulez-Vous, Foreigner 1 and Double Vision,
Stevie Wonder Songs in the Key of Life, The Jimi Hendrix Experience Axis:Bold as Love, AC/DC,Eddie Money Life for the Taking, The
Moody Blues On The Threshold of a Dream, Rolling Stones Beggars Banquet, Commodores Natural High, Jefferson Starship red
Octopus, The Worst of Jefferson Airplane, Gloria Gaynor Love Tracks, Pure Prairie League Busting Out, Paul Simon Still Crazy after all
these hears, Je Cocker's Greatest Hits, Steve Miller Band Fly Like an eagle and Greatest Hits 1974-78,Bryan Adams Reckless, Azia,
Cream Wheels of Fire, Bread Baby I'm a want you, Fleetwood Mac, The Strawberry Alarm Clock Incense and Peppermints, War All Day
Music, Doors L.A. Woman, Bruce Springsteen The Wild The Innocent & The E Street Shuffle, James gang Live in Concert, Led Zeppelin
Physical Graffiti,Bay City Rollers Dedication, Traffic The Low Spark of High Heeled Boys, The Doobie Brothers The Captain and Me and
Livin' on the Fault Line, and Brooklyn Bridge - in House Shipping Available

59

1967 Jefferson Airplane Ectodic Trip Concert Poster - 22"×17" "Also featuring the E Types- William Penn And His Pals Saturday June 5
Ectodelic Trip Civic Auditorium - $2.25 - 9 pm" (classic imagery and great design - definitely vintage, were hung on the wall in the late
60s by consignor) - in house shipping available

60

Signed Todd McFarlane Austin Powers Dr. Evil and Fat Man 9" Figures in Original Boxes - Todd McFarlane toys (It's and Attitude!")
special 9" edition with pull-string sound great packaging and images with hard front flap opening to clear plastic display windows,
both signed in pen by Todd McFarlane himself (boxes are in good shape slight bowing to front, tiniest bit of edge wear)- in house
shipping available

61

7 Carved Wood and Carry-Lite Dura-Beak Fiber Duck Decoys - 5 Hand painted molded 14" Carry Light Paper Mache/ fiber
construction, two 13.5" carved wood handpainted ducks (unsigned) - contents only, in house shipping available
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62

E. Benezit Volume 1-8 "Dictionnaire Des Peintres Sculpteurs Dessinateurs et Graveurs" 1966 - The Benezit Dictionary of Artists (in
French, Bénézit: Dictionnaire des peintres, sculpteurs, dessinateurs et graveurs) is an extensive publication of bibliographical
information on painters, sculptors, designers and engravers created primarily for art museums, auction houses, historians and
dealers. It was published by Éditions Gründ in Paris 1966. maroon fabric covered boards with gold lettering. great condition. {in house
shipping available}

63

Woody and Buzz Lightyear Toy Story Toys in original Boxes and Packs - Think Way Toys including Woody Poseable Pull-String Talking
Woody #62810 in 18" open front pack, Canadian Release Quick Draw Woody and Buzz Lightyear Karate Chop with Bricks #62862 and
US release Chrome Buzz with Rocket Action 62881, Buzz Lightyear Ultimate Talking Action Figure #63809 in 13" box and Electronic
Talking Bank #62850 PLUS Hot Wheels Al's Toy Barn Toy Story 2 Action Pack set and Cowboy Woody McDonalds 8" toy - in house
shipping available

64

Eclectic Lot of Board Game Pieces, Figurine, & Deeds - incl. Royal Doulton "Awakening" #HN2875, 8 airplanes & 13 ships from Wide
World board game, & 17 cannons from Risk board game, & 9 Plant City Florida deeds from 1915-26 {in house shipping available}

65

16" Dean Martin and Rodney Dangerfield Germany Animated Talking Figure Collectors Dolls - 2002 Dean Martin & 2003 Rodney
Dangerfield (good condition, no boxes) - in house shipping available

66

Case Lot of Military, Fraternal, Varsity Patches, Foreign Coins and more - officer's beret with blue flash patch,Army National Guard V
and service medals in display cases and campaign bars, velcro patches, middle east head wraps and cord, sports medals and varsity
letters, military theme playing card sets, flashlight and more - contents only, in house shipping available

67

Sterling Silver Handle & Tip Walking Stick / Cane - handle is 2 intertwining dragons and elephant head cap, the bamboo shaft is
decorated with the Chinese Zodiac, the tip is sterling with rod tip. 39.25" long {in house shipping available}

68

Fender Stratocaster Electric Guitar with Sports Names - Squier series - MN566950 in carrying case - signed K.A. Jabbar, M. Jordan, D.
Debusherre, I. Thomas, D. Roberton, S Oneal, L. Wilkins, M. Johnson, J. Kidd, S. Pipper, E.Baylor, C. Barkley, B. Dettit, G Hill, & B. Lemir
- decorative only, No COA {in house shipping available}

69

Case Lot Collectibles Retro Bar Glasses, Pocketknives, and More - 9 tiki style bar glasses "Orchids of Hawaii", 2 figural island drummer
bottles, Barbados & St Kitts souvenir silks, jeweled elephant figure, cast iron flying pig, confederate pirate belt, baby Rattle, 15 pocket
and utility knives (US Divers Calypso Knife in plastic sheath, Barlow, Campers Knife, etc), Blues Harp Harmonica, bolo ties, leopard
etched copper tray, pocket fifteen puzzle, portable gold scale in box and much more - contents only, in house shipping available

70

Antique Double Seat Wood Lawn Doll Swing - with orig. paint - 23.5" tall x 22" deep x 17" wide - {Local Pick up only or buyer arranges
third party shipping}

71

Mid Century Cees Braakman Folding Magazine Rack by Pastoe - 17.5" wide x 19.5" tall x 13.5" deep (good condition with mild scuffs)
{in house shipping available}

72

Brass And Wood Single Shot Pistol Replica Cane - pistol is not real, just for looks, 35,5" long {in house shipping available}

73

Vintage 10 Gallon Metal Pepsi-Cola Soda Syrup Drum w/ Lid - 1940's "Bigger and Better - 5 cent A Nickel Drink - Worth A Dime" from
Pepsi-Cola Company 47-51 - 33rd Street, Long Island City, N.Y. - empty - 17" tall x 15" diameter (some rust and dents but overall great
graphics for age) {in house shipping available}

74

Mid Century Nasco Stainless Co. "Montreaux" Flatware - 63 pcs. (6 dinner knives, 11 salad forks, 10 dinner forks, 20 teaspoons, 7
soup spoons, sugar spoon, & 2 butter knives) in Roger Bros. display box (in used condition, surfaces scratches & bends) {in house
shipping available}

75

1930's General Electric Mantle Clock - model F5 02 - working {in house shipping available}

76

Pair of Mid Century Asian Inspired Ceramic Lamps - with yellow glaze (great condition) 26" tall to top of finial - {in house shipping
available}

77

4 Fayzah Spanos Collectible Precious Heirloom Dolls - 1993 "Sugar Dumplin "#749/1000 African American child in red pjs, 23" Kisses
No. HS 50301 in original box 1994 #925/2000 with red dress and flowered sun hat (both in Original Boxes), 24" signed, numbered 171
/500 and dated1995 African American child (not original clothes), 26" signed, numbered 243/1500, and dated 1993 Caucasian child in
red velvet outfit - in house shipping available

78

J Cowan Oil on Canvas Painting of White Heron - Magnificent Florida wildlife painting of white heron in natural habitat with textured
forested background and cloudy skies, signed J Cowan lower right - 40"×30" canvas in Camille gold crackle frame - in house shipping
available

79

BIiggerThan Life Brass & Copper Parrot On Perch - Hangs 48" X 20" wide {in house shipping available}

80

JC Seo Oil on Canvas Painting of Floida Architrctural Beach Landscape - Vibrant colors capture a calm Florida afternoon at this Spanish
inspired beach front residence with palm tree and warm blue sky filled with light clouds, signed lower right - 48"×36" canvas in 60"
×48" broken gold leaf frame {locall pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

81

Vintage Dark Mahogany Sculptured Mink 3/4 Coat - with full collar, 3 hook & eye closures down the front, velvet lined side slit
pockets, & inside tie waist - size: L bust: 44", shoulders across back: 16", & sleeve length from seam: 20.5" (fur is in great condition)
{in house shipping available}

82

Exterior Fruit and Floral Still Life Oil on Canvas Painting by W Richard - Bountiful array of grapes, squash, peach and plums in floral
bouquet of grand mixed color flowers with pair of exotic birds against Mediterranean style estate background and building
cornerstone - 36"×48" canvas in 44.5"×57.5" Camille gold crackle frame {local pick up only or buyer arranges thire party shipping}

83

Oval Walnut Table with Marble Top & Art Deco Alabaster Electric Clock - 26.5" tall, marble 26" X 18.5" oval - clock 8" wide x 7" tall x
2.75" deep {Local Pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping
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84

Pair of Mix Media Abstract Decorative Lithographs - by Franklin Picture Company - frame size: 35.75" square - {local pick up only or
buyer arranges third party shipping}

85

Trailmate Regal E-Z Roll Tricycle with Basket - tires need to be replaced and some rust on chrome fenders, otherwise ready to go
{Local pick up only}

86

Exterior Still Life Oil on Canvas Painting of Fruit by Schrater - Luscious abundance of grapes, peaches, plums, pears and lemon, black
berries and compote of raspberries, song bird looking at nest of eggs nestled within tbe fruit, arranged on stone bench of estate with
pillar behind and idyllic landscape background - 36"×36" canvas in 44.5" Camille gold crackle frame {local pick up only or buyer
arranges third party shipping}

87

Antique Iron Music Stand - with flying bird, musical note, & leaf decoration - 55" tall {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party
shipping}

88

Carved Wooden Buddha Statue and Resin Cast Buddha Head Mounted on Stand - 12.5" Buddha sitting in teaching mudra position
made in Indonesia and 11" resin cast blissful Buddha head figure on museum quality stand display- in house shipping available

89

JC Seo Oil on Canvas of Waterlily Pond with Egrets - Vibrant colors, natural Florida setting featuring weeping willow in background,
egret flying with sunlit wings over idyllic pond filled with blooming water lilies, signed JC Seo lower right - 36"×36" canvas in 44.5"x44.
5" Camille gold crackle frame - Local Pick Up Only

90

Rolling Italian Bar Cart with Inlay Design - with folding sides & bottom bottle holder - 29" tall x 29" deep x 30" wide with sides open
{local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

91

19th Century German Tapestry Needlepoint Petitpoint & Sewn On Beads. "Moses In The Bulrushes" - 40" X 33" some toning and
wear. see photos call if you have questions {in house shipping available}

92

118"x162" Vintage Rug Gallery Storage Stock 100% Persian Wool Rug - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

93

Double Gumball Machines on Stand with Keys - by Northwestern, Morris Illinois - metal bodies & stand, plastic globe - 46" tall (very
good condition with some minor rubs on paint) {Local pick up only}

94

14K Yellow Gold Emerald, Diamond, Ruby & Sapphire Ring & Matching Clip Earrings - size 7 ring with 29 gemstones set in a basket
weave pattern & matching earrings with 31 Gemstones each, - appraisal. est on gemstones 17 emeralds tw 1.5 ct, 23 rubies tw 2.30,
22 diamonds tw 1.00 ct, 22 sapphires tw 1.75 (22.1 dwt. all 3 pcs. incl. gemstones) (in house shipping available}

95

110" x 156" Vintage Rug Gallery Storage Stock 100% Wool Rug - - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

96

Mid Century Rattan Floor Lamp & 2 Table Lamps - 32" tall to top of finial able lamps by Woolums & 59" tall to top of finial floor lamp
with magazine rack (floor lamp shows some sign of age especially on the base, pictured and table lamps are in good condition) {Local
pick up only or third party shipping only}

97

3 Pair of 14k Gold Pierced Earrings - incl. mother of pearl leaf dangle, emerald flower studs, & dangle aqua marine {in house shipping
available}

98

116.5"x141" Vintage Rug Gallery Storage Stock 100% Wool Persian Rug - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

99

Double Gumball Machines on Stand w/ Keys - by Northwestern, Morris Illinois - metal bodies & stand, plastic globe - 46" tall (very
good condition with some minor rubs on paint) {Local pick up only}

100

14k Gold Amethyst & Seed Pearl Dangle Earrings by Naomi - screw back (5.0 dwt. both with stones) {in house shipping available}

101

118"x169" Vintage Rug Gallery Storage Stock 100% Wool Persian Rug - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

102

29" Gilt Composite Parrot Lamp - parrot on a branch {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

103

10K Yellow Gold With Orange Sapphire Pillow Cut Center Stone & Diamonds - size: 7 (In house shipping available} total weight 2.1 dwt

104

3 Petite Wood Accent Tables - incl. 29" tall inlay top & sides 3 drawer with brass heart design galley (minor loss to inlay), 28" tall inlay
top & bottom shelf 1 drawer table with brass galley top, & 17" tall 2 drawer marble top low pedestal display cabinet {local pick up
only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

105

119"x157" Vintage Rug Gallery Storage Stock 100% Wool Rug - - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

106

Sigma Delta Tau Sorority 10k Gold Torch Pin W/Diamond & Seed Pearls W/ Chain and AH 10k & Pearls - 3.0 dwt. {in house shipping
available}

107

24" Round Green Demijohn Carboy Bottle - hand blown off set round body with hand applied lip, slight lean and hand crafted form local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

108

2 Vintage Decoupage Accent Tables - 20" tall courting couple with hand painted accents, made in Spain & 25" tall with 2 shelves
depicting farm life (some loss to gesso) {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

109

14K Yellow Gold Onyx Ring - size: 7.5, maker JE, {in house shipping available} total weight 2.3 dwt
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110

31" Bronze Statue of Mother and Daughter after Moreau - Four color patinated finish, mother holding basket arm in arm with older
daughter holding a flower, mounted on black marble base - {in house shipping available- heavy! extra cost for making box}

111

121"x149.5" Vintage Rug Gallery Storage Stock 100 % Wool Rug - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

112

Antique Knights of Pythias 10k & Sterling Watch Fob - 10k yellow gold Knight with shield & eagle mounted on sterling silver - 1" tall x
13/16" wide (5.0 dwt. total weight incl. sterling, fob only) {in house shipping available}

113

Italian Solid Wood Gold Gilt End Table - with window design on sides and front door and burled wood top - 23" tall x 24" wide x 21"
deep {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

114

Asian Inspired Corner Cabinet - with bottom shelf behind bottom doors - 57" tall x 25" wide x 17" deep {Local pick up or buyer
arranges 3rd party shipping}

115

14K Yellow Gold 1890 Elgin Ladies Hunter Case Pocket Watch W/ Gold Plated Pin Watch Hanger - Running, size 6s, 11 jewels, grade
94, model 1, class 52, run quantity 3000, total production 273,000, pendant wind, lever set, 3/4 plate going barrel. Case by US Watch
Case Co. Warranted 14k US assay. Total weight 36.7 dwt. back cover plaque put on to cover cut stone holes.see photos {in house
shipping available}

116

104" X 160" Rug Gallery Storage Vintage Persian Wool Rug - - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

117

Antique Demijohn Carboy Bottle in Wicker Basketweave Wrap - 18" tall, applied lip, squat form with wicker wrapped exterior to lip some loss to wicker, over all good chape, bottle in tact - local pickup only or buyer arranges third party shipping

118

B & M Turkey 14K Yellow Gold Bracelet - XOX design with lock clasp - 7" long, 7.7 dwt. {in house shipping available}

119

Vintage Leather Doctor's Bag - with leather lining (some wear in leather) {in house shipping available}

120

Vintage Brass Valet - with trouser rack, jewelry tray, coat rack, & hat holder - 58" tall {Local pick up or buyer arranges third party
shipping}

121

14K Yellow Gold Muti Color Jade Ring and Matching Earrings - flower design with 2 each lavender, black, white, green, orange and
yellow cabochons set in 14k yellow gold, ring size 6 1/2 & earrings studs with 3 cabochons each orange, black & yellow also set in 14k
yellow gold marked TY could be TY Lee. Great Set. {in house shipping available}

122

Octagon Glass Top Occasional Table with Metal Brass Finish Base - 34" diameter x 15" tall {local pick up only or buyer arranges third
party shipping}

123

104"x146"Vintage Rug Gallery Storage Stock 100% Wool Persian Rug - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

124

18k Gold Crucifix on 14k Gold Chain - cross is 2.5" long (2.0 dwt. 18k) on 18" mariner14k gold chain (1.0 dwt.) {in house shipping
available}

125

Carved African 2 Plank Birthing Chair - Traditional collapsible form made from 31" and 40" hand carved wood panels that slide
together -large back panel carved with archetypical ethnographic pregnant female images carved in relief, geometric flat carved
borders and animal spirits at base, seat panel has similar flat carved animal and geometric carved borders (small stress cracks
pictured) - in house shipping available

126

Rolling Lift Top Old World Globe Bar Cart - 37" tall x 21" diameter {Local Pick up Only}

127

14k Yellow Gold Triquetra Knot Pierced Earrings - charm 1/2" long (0.6 dwt. both earrings incl. wire) {in house shipping available}

128

72"x113" Loom Woven Fine Knot Rug - {in house shipping available}

129

Cart Load Of Lamp Bases and Parts - See photos for details. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping}

130

Gorgeous Antique Butterfly Wing Reverse Painting Fairy Cameo Pin Set in 9k Gold - genuine turquoise blue butterfly wing backing
with reverse painting glass of dancing fairy with ribbon set in yellow 9k gold - 1 1/2" tall x 1 3/8" wide (some paint flaking otherwise
in great condition) {in house shipping available}

131

116"x156" Vintage Rug Gallery Storage Stock Persian 100% Wool Rug - this rug sold as is, missing pile one corner, red and blue
bleeding into white all 4 corners

132

Kelly Hutchinson Lot Of 5 Abstract Paintings - landscape acrylic on panel 29.5" X 9.5" framed 30.25" X 10.25", acrylic on canvas 24" X
18" framed 25.5" X 19.5", landscape acrylic on panel 16" X16" framed 20.25" X 20.25", acrylic on canvas abstract 12" X 12" framed
16.5" X 16.5", acrylic on canvas abstract 12" X 12" framed 15.5" X 15.5" {in house shipping available} - Kelly Hutchinson is a full-time
professional artist, living in Alexandria, VA. Born and raised in Rochester, N.Y. she attended Buffalo State and graduated with a B.F.A.
in Design. Kelly's art education started early in life by learning from her multi-talented artist mother. She has also been influenced by
Georgia O'Keeffe, Wolf Kahn and Mark Rothko. Kelly loves exploring color and texture in a variety of subjects. "Happy" is the word
that is most often used to describe her artwork.

133

14k Gold Band Ring - 3/8" wide - size: 9 (4.9 dwt.) {in house shipping available}
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134

114"x156" Vintage Used Estate 100% Wool Rug - verall wear - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

135

Giant Clam Shell - 21" long x 13" wide - real shell of Tridacna Gigas - giant clams are very large bivalves and are native to the Indian
and Pacific Oceans - (some chipping) {in house shipping available}

136

Petite 10k Gold Garnet & Diamond Ring - size: 7 (1.1 dwt. incl. stones) {in house shipping available}

137

Circa 1910 Heraldic Sculpture Of Knights Templar Soldier With Ivory Face - 11.5" tall with marble & onyx plinth, hand carved ivory
face and two tone bronze body, holding a sword and wearing a heraldic lion shield. Banner on front base reads "CREDO", on the back
of the base reads "Frederici", Circa 1910 {in house shipping available to legal states}

138

Glass Top Iron Base Table - 3/4" thick glass on 38" diameter x 16" tall table with bottom glass shelves {local pick up only or buyer
arranges third party shipping}

139

Pear Shaped Pendant Gold Necklace - set in 14k gold (0.5 dwt. incl. stone) on delicate 10k gold 18" chain (0.3 dwt.) {in house shipping
available}

140

117" X 159 1/2" Estate Used Wool Rug - beautiful color, noticeable wear all-over - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party
shipping

141

"The Beatles 1964 Tour Great Britain" Black Satin Jacket - size: L (some mild staining on gray lining, along collar and some mild
discoloration to stitching but all expected for age, very good condition for 56 years old) {in house shipping available}

142

14k White Gold Cubic Zirconia Floating Drop Pendant Necklace - 1" long drop pendant with 3 graduating cubic zirconia set in 14k gold
on 18" box chain (0.6 dwt. just chain) {in house shipping available}

143

Mid Century Design Wrought Iron Arched Top Open Wine Rack - holds 67 bottles (16 rows of 4 each with 3 arch toppers) - local pick
up only or buyer arranges for 3rd party shipping

144

112" X 155" - Estate Used Persian Wool rug - Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

145

10K White Gold With Black & White Diamonds - ring size 7, {in house shipping available} total weight 4.8 dwt

146

Yamaha Acoustic Guitar w/ Carrying Case - model FS 700S {in house shipping available}

147

Metal Frame Collapsible Lounge Chair with Bark Cloth Inspired Pillows - {local pick up only}

148

18K Yellow Gold Woven Link Bracelet - 7" long x 1/2" wide with locking clasp and safety chain (28.8 dwt.) (In house shipping available)

149

1958 Bubblecut Blonde Mattel Barbie - first Ed. Blonde bubblecut Barbie wearing "Registered Nurse #991" dress & cape, painted
facial features, Blonde short bouffant hair, side glancing eyes, no green ears or neck splits, (some minor damage to right hand, stain
on dress) {in house shipping available}

150

Bohemian Czech Jade / Malachite Glass Powder Box Curt Schlevogt Heinrich Hoffmann Glassworks - 4 5/8 tall x 4" wide - 3 muse lid
and floral base in great condition {in house shipping available}

151

14K Yellow Gold Amethyst & Fresh Water Pearl Necklace with Matching Earrings - pierced wire earrings with teardrop amethyst stone
and elongated fresh water pearl & 18" chain14k gold necklace with amethyst teardrop stone and 2 elongated fresh water pearls {In
House Shipping Available}

152

3 Art Glass Iridescent Lamp Shades - 5 1/2" Favrile/ gold aurene narrow tulip with 8 raised ribs, 5 1/4" Pulled Feather with subtle blue
and gold on soft opal exterior and gold iridescent aurene interior PLUS soft gold tinged iridescent with purple applied thread petal
accent design floral bell form cupped lip and mottled cranberry body- in house shipping available

153

Bohemian Czech Lapis Glass Perfume Bottle Curt Schlevogt Heinrich Hoffmann Glassworks - 5.25" tall x 3" wide, carved red rose and
gilt metal stopper with dabber on floral base with gilt metal collar, great condition {in house shipping available}

154

10k Gold Cubic Zirconia Engagement Ring - 1 carat center with channel set baguettes cubic zirconia's - size: 7 (4.0 dwt. incl. cz's) {in
house shipping available}

155

Chinese Copy Cartier Ballon Bleu 42 Steel Automatic Men's Watch with Goldtone Finish - Bag, white outer box, red display box, red
book holder, warranty cards & Tag all copies. the watch is being sold an a look-a-like, working with no guarantee. seems to have
never been worn, watch is still in plastic wrap. see photos {in house shipping available}

156

Frosted Neodymium Glass Lion Paperweight - great glass that appears lavender or light green to nearly clear in different kinds of light,
called Alexandrite, Twilight, Wisteria and other names by different glass makers - unsigned, Lalique, Murano, Czech? 5.75" long x 3.5"
deep x 3.5" high, frosted lion on polished glass oval base (great condition) {in house shipping available}

157

16" Celadon Jade 10 mm Bead Necklace with 8 mm Bead Earrings - necklace is hand strung and knotted with 14k yellow gold locking
clasp & pierced earrings are set in 1/20th 14k gold filled wire with hing lock. {in house shipping Available}

158

1888 John Newton Mappin of Mappin & Web London Sterling Silver Reeded Tea Caddy - 5 3/4" tall x 4 1/2" wide x 3 1/2" deep raised
on ball feet, fine ribbed wainscotting base with chased garland drape design & ebonized wood knob (11.89 troy oz.) monogrammed
MB {in house shipping available}
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158A

19" Antique Emile Galle Columbine Cameo Vase in Beautiful Colors on Clear Stippled Ground - beautiful 19" tall vase with slightly
flared 5" foot, pulled cupped and pinched 6.5" rim - magnificent realistic columbine cameo form with lavender iridescent accents,
carved to multi layered red floral on stippled clear ground - art scroll Galle signature near base, purchased in European tour mid
1920s - Approx date 1900, similar design and decorations dated to 1902 - in house shipping available, oversized box

159

Bohemian Czech Jade / Malachite Glass Perfume Bottle Curt Schlevogt Heinrich Hoffmann glassworks - 5 5/8" tall x 4" wide - dancing
couple stopper with dabber on floral base - great condition {in house shipping available}

160

14k Gold Florida State Seminoles Charm - 7/8" long (1.1 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

161

7 Pcs Heisey Sahara Glass Incl, 4 Carcassonne 5 3/8" Tumblers - also Empress 1401 4 oz oil cruet with stopper and 7.5" square plate,
Old Sandwich 1404 2 1/2 oz oil cruet without stopper and Spanish rib optic iced tea tumbler with 426 Titania etching - in house
shipping available

162

1866 John Newton Mappin and Web Sterling Silver Reeded Teapot, Cream and Sugar - 1866 Sheffield English Assay Marks, fine ribbed
wainscotting base with chased garland drape design - ebonized wood handle and knob, monogram MB - {in house shipping available}
(total weight all 3 pc.s - 24.60 troy oz.)

163

14K Yellow Gold With Green Jade & Diamonds Ring - size 7 {in house shipping available} total weight 3.2 dwt

164

Bohemian Czech Lapis Glass Perfume Bottle Curt Schlevogt Heinrich Hoffmann glassworks - 7 5/8" tall x 4 3/8" wide, nude woman
and leaves stopper with dabber on square base with leaves (great condition) {in house shipping available}

165

Heisey Rooster and Korbel Glass Cocktail Shakers with 4 clear Rooster Head Cocktail Glasses - 14" Marshall #4036 pattern cocktail
shaker with rooster stopper and strainer insert and 12" Korbel cylindrical 3 part shaker - in house shipping available

166

14K Yellow Gold & Pearlized Bead Bracelet - 7 1/2" long In house shipping available}

167

Authentic Vintage Navy Blue Gucci Crossbody Bag w/ COA - 1970's pre-serial number with micro monogram web on coated canvas
with navy blue leather trim, strap, & lining - gold metal Knight crest "Gucci Italy" tab on leather & "Gucci Italy" & interlocking G's on
gold metal tab on zipper. Filled with Gucci tissue paper - 5.5" tall x 9.25" wide x 2.25" deep (in great condition for age, small scuff on
back) {in house shipping available}

168

Waterford Bowl and Steuben Crystal Novelty Tray/ Ash Tray - both 9" diameter {in house shipping available}

169

2 Kokichi Mikimoto Cultured Pearl Necklaces & 14k Yellow Gold Backed Stud Earrings - 18" with 6 1/2 mm pearls and 20" with 7mm
pearls each with sterling silver Mikimoto signed clasp. CU 14K for Charms Unlimited Inc. New York 14k gold earrings with 7mm pearls
{in house shipping available}

170

Men's Balenciaga Triple S Silver Chunky Sneakers - never worn, size: 44 (12 US) (guaranteed to be authentic) {in house shipping
available}

171

10" Early 1900's Attributed to Kestner Antique Doll - marked 4 16. /02 on the back of porcelain head with hand painted face,
composite jointed body, wig over molded hair & dressed in boys clothes {in house shipping available}

172

10k Gold Synthetic Ruby Ring - cabochon (8 x 6mm) size: 6.5 (1.4 dwt. incl. stone) {in house shipping available}

173

2 Pieces Bohemian Czech Lapis Glass Perfume Bottle & Pin Tray Curt Schlevogt Heinrich Hoffmann - perfume 4 1/2" tall x 3 1/4"
square with atomizer top with glass tube (no ball) (glass in great condition) & pin tray 5 7/8 wide x 3 5/8" deep with bird, flowers &
cherub (great condition) {in house shipping available}

174

Vintage Swiss Reuge Automaton Bird in Gold Gilt Cage with Hanger & Paperwork - the song last 3 minutes continuously or 20 minutes
intermittently, includes orig. gold gilt wall hanger and brochure - 12" tall (completely working) {in house shipping available}

175

14K yellow Gold Framed Jade Pi Stone - Jade PI (bi) Disc - The shape of the Pi is a continuous circle, representing the endless circle of
life, longevity, ever-lasting life. Although this happens to be a very fashionable look, it is not that different from how a piece of jade
may have been displayed by the traditional Chinese people a thousand years ago. (Gold only weight 8.0 dwt.) {in house shipping
available}

176

Authentic Vintage Gucci Red Canvas Canteen Crossbody Bag w/ COA - 1970's micro monogram web in red canvas with red leather
trim & strap. Interlocking G's on front & camel color leather lining with gold metal "Gucci Italy" tag on leather tab with serial no. 0137-5575 on back, knight crest charm on zipper - 7.5" diameter x 2" deep (in great condition) {in house shipping available}

177

McPhee Oil on Canvas Ship Asea Painting - North East US Artist, 20"×24" canvas in 22.5"×26.5" frame,(in house shipping available)

178

14K Yellow Gold With Sky Blue Topaz Ring - size 6.5 {in house shipping available} total weight 3.1 dwt

179

Edmond Rigal Drypoint Etching and W Angresano Monochrome Painting of Female Nudes - Oil on canvas wash leaning female nude
signed W Angresano '80 (24"×18" canvas un 26"×20" frame) and pencil signed Edmond Rigal (1902-1996) copper plate drypoint
etching nude from behind, Eprinis d'artists (AP), back marked Eau Forte Signee ( mounted to board, crease middle bottom with minor
edge issues, great form and image - 9 3/4"× 7 1/2" print image, double matted 20.5"×14" paperboard - {local pick up or buyer
arranges third party shipping only}

180

Lesley Buckland Crawford (1887 - 1963) New Jersey Lithograph - Mid-centuiry aesthetic image of fishing bots ashore, Image 7 3/4" X
14 1/8" framed 14 1/4" X 19 3/4", signed and titled in pencil. [In house shipping available]
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181

Antique 14k Gold Carved Shell Cameo Pendant - with beautiful carving in pendant & pin setting - 1.5" tall x 1 1/8" wide {in house
shipping available}

182

2 Framed Mid Century Modern Oil Paintings - Charles Evison (British, b. 1910), Oil on board 8 1/8" x 12" framed 12 1/4" x 16 1
/4impressionist pallette knife technique water landscape & Champs Elysee flower vendor street scene oil on canvas signed "Laye" 12 1
/2 x 16 1/4" titled on verso "Paris Scenes" Catalda Fine Arts, Inc {in house shipping available}

183

Haitian Painting By Rony "Village & Stream" - 12"x16" oil on canvas, framed 14"x17 5/8" {in house shipping available}

184

14k Gold Diamond V-Shape Ring - size: 8.5, 9 channel set diamonds in V shaped band (1.7 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

185

Pair Of Framed Silk On Silk Embroidery "Children Playing" - frame size: 16 5/8'x43 3/8" {local pick up or buyer arranges third party
shipping only}

186

M Aaron European Oil on Canvas Still Life Painting of Fruit, Wine and Candelabra - vinter's house still life of 3 light candelabra with
burnt candles, Chateau LaTour wine and labels, grapes, cherries and bread on sideboard, signed M Aaron lower right - 24"×36"
canvas in 29.5"×41.5" frame {in house shipping available, $50 box charge plus shipping costs}

187

10k Gold Jade Ring - size: 6.5 (1.2 dwt. incl. jade) {in house shipping available}

188

Mixed Media Shadow Box Frame Cottage Landscape with 3-D Elements - 23.5"×35.5" in ornate 29"×49" shadowbox frame - Local Pick
Up Only or buyer arranges third party shipping

189

Hezekiah Baker Florida Highwayman Oil on Upson Board Painting of Cypress Stand - Hezekiah Baker (1940-2007) Was an early
member of the highwaymen painters of Fort Pierce and was known for his eye, use of color and brushwork. Learning technique from
Alfred Hair, Baker applied those techniques to his own work and and made a decent living taking his paintings on the road. Although
he worked mainly by himself, he counted many of the Highwaymen as his friends and gathered fro time to time to share inspiration
ans stories of the road, This painting depicts a cypress grotto at edge of swamp with 3 herons under an unusual aqua sky with
expressive rolling clouds - 24"×36" masonite in 27"×39.5" textured white painted frame, signed lower left - in house shipping
available, box construction charge

190

14k Gold Tri-Color Rose Pierced Earrings - 3/4" long (1.4 dwt. both) backs are not 14k and are not included in weight {in house
shipping available}

191

Limited Edition Signed Comic Strip Panels of Blondie, Beetle Bailey and Cathy - all high quality lithographs pencil signed by artists in
limited editions of 100 on archival, acid free Saxony paper from the International Museum of Cartoon Art with COAs on verso, (twin
unsigned editions of 2,500 were also printed) - 9 panel "Blondie" pencil signed by Dean Young and John Drake(33/100), 10 panel
"Cathy" signed Cathy Guisewite (27/100) and Beetle Bailey "Philosophy" signed by Mort Walker (1/100) - in house shipping available

192

Disney Auctions 48"x36" Jack Skellington LE Art Print, edition of 10! - Jack, from Touchstone Pictures' Tim Burton's The Nightmare
Before Christmas, broods in his electric chair - This full-color image represents original concept art created during the devolvement of
the 1993 stop-motion animation release, reproduced on special etching paper and presented exclusively by Disney Auctions. some
slight toning in bands from being rolled in paper - in house shipping available

193

14k Yellow Gold Double Shell Design Ring with Diamond Accents - size: 6.5 (1.5 dwt. incl. diamonds) {in house shipping available}

194

Case Lot of Vintage Costume Jewelry - incl. Monet, Napier, Trifari, hand painted mother of pearl Persian story bracelet, watch
pendants, & more - we do our best to ensure jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in
house shipping available}

195

Wii Sports Nintendo with Game Never Removed From Box - complete with orig. unopened game, book, & instructions, (we removed
the unopened battery pack from the box as they were starting to leak) (although this is unopened we are selling as is) {in house
shipping available}

196

14k White Gold Hoop Pierced Earrings - 3/4" long (0.7 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

197

David Phillip Anderson 1926-1996 Saint Petersburg, Florida 1979 "Unto You" Oil Painting - oil on panel, framed 30" x 24" framed 37 1
/4" X 31" signed and dated top right {in house shipping available}
"A painter is first a painter; after that he is a propagandist, an apologist, a compulsive neurotic, has or has not a social conscience, but
of those or other things he is guilty only 'after the fact'... the fact that first he is a painter..."
From this premise, David Anderson painted, reflecting on particular experiences rather than creating new ones for the viewer. A
native Pennsylvanian (Charleroi, PA), born November 26, 1926, the 30-year resident of the St. Petersburg-Tampa Bay area began his
interest in the arts with theater and turned to painting as a more satisfactory means of communication. Early training and interests in
theater contributed heavily to the dramatic quality in his work, as well as studies and training with Christopher Clark, internationally
known portraitist.
His paintings had appeared in "Artists U.S.A." for several years and were shown with the Art in Embassies program under the aegis of
the U.S. Department of State. He was commissioned by the Huegenot Society to execute a muralistic oil, commemorating the landing
of Jean Ribeau and the Huegenots in Florida. The painting was reproduced in the national Methodist magazine Today, and was
presented to the Governor as a gift to the State of Florida. In the annual competition of the Society of Fine Arts, Beaux Arts Gallery,
Anderson was the grand prize winner for many consecutive years. Also, he was selected by the editors of Who's Who in American Art
for inclusion in 1973 and 1975. He was elected as a Fellow in the Royal Society of Arts, in London, England, in 1974. He was the coowner of the Anderson-Marsh Galleries, in St. Petersburg, Florida. Former Exhibits:, Benson Baker Galleries, New York City, Galerie
Fountainbleu, Miami Beach, Artists Cove, North Miami Beach, Portsmouth Art League, Portsmouth, Ohio, Artists Market, Clearwater,
Florida, Harmon Galleries, Naples, Florida, Beaux Arts Gallery, Pinellas Park, Florida, Contemporary Gallery, St. Petersburg, Florida,
Ringling Museum, 9th Annual Exhibit, Sarasota, Florida, Gallerie Lucille, St. Petersburg, Florida, Abilene Fine Arts Museum, Abilene,
Texas, Lynn Kottler Galleries, New York City, Champions Fine Art Galleries, Houston, Texas, Museum of Modern Art, Mexico City {in
house shipping available}
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198

Collection of Vintage Tins - incl. Charlies Cookies, Mazon, A&P, Boscul, Beech Nut, El Capitan, & Sanborn, coffees, Hamstra's tea,
Royal Baking Powder, Apex & Reefer-Galler moth ball, Thermo, Eight O'Clock, & Mail Box banks, & more {in house shipping available}

199

14k Gold Garnet & Diamond Ring with Appraisal - replacement value $1765 - 1.27 ct. rhodolite garnet (7.50 x 5.70 x 3.71mm)
surrounded by 12 brilliant cut diamonds (0.35 total ct.) size: 4 (1.9 dwt. incl. stones) stand not included {in house shipping available}

200

Case Lot Of Fishing Gear - including St Croix fishing machine, mesh bait bucket, bobbers galore, plastic organizers of lures and flies,
Umco aluminum bait box, 1985,1987 & 1988 trophy plaques and lots of reels see photos. {in house shipping available}

201

David Phillip Anderson 1926-1996 St Petersburg, Florida 1982 "Faith Fractured" Oil Painting - 18"x24" oil on panel, framed 24"x30.25"
signed bottom right {in house shipping available}
"A painter is first a painter; after that he is a propagandist, an apologist, a compulsive neurotic, has or has not a social conscience, but
of those or other things he is guilty only 'after the fact'... the fact that first he is a painter..."
From this premise, David Anderson painted, reflecting on particular experiences rather than creating new ones for the viewer. A
native Pennsylvanian (Charleroi, PA), born November 26, 1926, the 30-year resident of the St. Petersburg-Tampa Bay area began his
interest in the arts with theater and turned to painting as a more satisfactory means of communication. Early training and interests in
theater contributed heavily to the dramatic quality in his work, as well as studies and training with Christopher Clark, internationally
known portraitist.
His paintings had appeared in "Artists U.S.A." for several years and were shown with the Art in Embassies program under the aegis of
the U.S. Department of State. He was commissioned by the Huegenot Society to execute a muralistic oil, commemorating the landing
of Jean Ribeau and the Huegenots in Florida. The painting was reproduced in the national Methodist magazine Today, and was
presented to the Governor as a gift to the State of Florida. In the annual competition of the Society of Fine Arts, Beaux Arts Gallery,
Anderson was the grand prize winner for many consecutive years. Also, he was selected by the editors of Who's Who in American Art
for inclusion in 1973 and 1975. He was elected as a Fellow in the Royal Society of Arts, in London, England, in 1974. He was the coowner of the Anderson-Marsh Galleries, in St. Petersburg, Florida. Former Exhibits:, Benson Baker Galleries, New York City, Galerie
Fountainbleu, Miami Beach, Artists Cove, North Miami Beach, Portsmouth Art League, Portsmouth, Ohio, Artists Market, Clearwater,
Florida, Harmon Galleries, Naples, Florida, Beaux Arts Gallery, Pinellas Park, Florida, Contemporary Gallery, St. Petersburg, Florida,
Ringling Museum, 9th Annual Exhibit, Sarasota, Florida, Gallerie Lucille, St. Petersburg, Florida, Abilene Fine Arts Museum, Abilene,
Texas, Lynn Kottler Galleries, New York City, Champions Fine Art Galleries, Houston, Texas, Museum of Modern Art, Mexico City {in
house shipping available}

202

2 Sterling Silver Cubic Zirconia Rings in Orig. Boxes - Hollywood Collection & Ken Craft from the Suzanne Somers Collection - both size:
7 1/4 {in house shipping available}

203

Collection of 11 EAPG Cake Plates & Compotes - incl. 5 cake plates & 6 compotes (all in good condition with no cracks or chips) {in
house shipping available}

204

2 Victorian Celuloid Cover Photo Albums And Some Photographs - both 10 3/4" X 8'" - in house shipping available

205

4 1894-O US Morgan Silver Dollars - - in house shipping available

206

1994 Shadowbox Frame Limited Edition Signed Animaniacs Storyboard Fine Art Print - 30"×29" shadowbox framed 1994 Limited
Edition #619 of 2,500 - die-cut central image of Yakko, Wakko and Dot is mounted above the limited edition final scene storyboard for
the final sequence used by Warner Bros to create the episode "I'm So Cute", pencil signed by character voice actors Rob Paulson
(Yakko), Jess Harnell (Wakko) and Tress McNeille (Dot) - COA Affixed to back {}

207

Lee Reynolds on Canvas Painting of Young Girl Reading - great retro vintage aesthetic, 20"×16" canvas, 30.5"×26.5" frame, back
marked 2507 BM (in house shipping available)

208

4 Uncirculated Morgan Silver Dollars - 1881-S, 1882, 1888 & 1902-O - - Beautiful brilliant luster coin from recently opened old estate
roll of silver dollars - clear strike, strong image with soft back luster and very minimal bag marks - worthy of professional MS grading (grade is suggestion - examine photos for your own determination) - in house shipping available

209

Box Lot Of Vintage Car Parts & Vintage Western Electric Phone In A Box - including 1931 ford model a top radiator batwing label, Ford
radio head #28-7099 speedometer, KS Distometer, Delco Corp. Round Speedometer, Vintage 1940's Motorola Push Button Am Tuner
Head Unit Car Radio, Western Electric push button phone in retro wood flip open box. {in house shipping available}

210

Antique Japanese Brown & Black Laquer Panel With Bone Faces - 25.75"x19" framed - center figure missing bone ponytail some other
small loss (see Photos} {Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

211

1878-CC US Morgan Silver Dollar EF - First year of Morgan Dollars, Carson City mint original mintage of 2,212,000 - from giant estate
collection of coins, grading is opinion of former owner, check photos for details - in house shipping available

212

2 German Hand Colored City Maps of Mons and Sluis from 1581 Cities Atlas Braun & Hogenberg - 2 maps from Braun & Hogenberg
Civitates Orbis Terrrum, comprehensive early map atlas of the great cities of Europe - 13.5"×17.75" sight Mons in Belgium walled city
with moat, city/family crests in upper corners and Latin text info panel lower right, couple in regional dress bottom left: 16"×11.75"
sight Slvys (Sluis) in The Nederlands with text box bottom right "Slvsa, Teutonicae Flandriae Opp. Admodvm Elegans, Svys" - similar
construction as Mons map with addition of castle complex in the Left corner of the city. Both in matching frames, discoloration in
centers where seam from original atlas binding was located - strong precise original color -first edition of atlas was 1581, several
other editions published through 1622, this edition unknown - (In house shipping available extra for box build)

213

Lois Green Cohen Girl Under Pier Monochrome Etching - Lois Green Cohen (1919-2012) studied in Chicago, Philadelphia and UCLA
and settled in Los Angeles. Long time member of the California watercolor Society, she was proficient in multiple mediums, exhibited
in many fine galleries and juried shows. She worked as a movie illustrator and her work painting back drops for the Griffin
Planetarium are legendary. detailed image, bio on verso - Pencil signed and titled AP, 17 3/4"×8.5" impression matted under glass in
25.5"×19.5" frame {Local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

214

1882-CC MS Grade Morgan Silver Dollar - Beautiful brilliant luster Carson City mint coin from recently opened old estate roll of silver
dollars - only 1.133,00 original 1882-CC mintage, clear strike, strong image with soft back luster and very minimal bag marks - worthy
of professional grading - in house shipping available
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215

Marvel Comics Avengers Assemble and LE Spawn Collector's Full Color Signed and Framed Lithographs with COA's - International
Museum of Cartoon Art Spawn lithograph printed on archival quality, acid free paper, signed by Todd Mcfarlane and strictly limited to
200 prints - (#77/200) in 13.5"×18" frame and "Avengers Assemble" 1997 lithoserigraph #654/1500 signed by Steve Epting, Stan Lee
and Tom Palmer (24"×18" frame, known signed edition, signatures look correct, but no COA) - {local pick up or buyer arranges third
party shipping only}

216

Pair of Mid Century Fiberglass Spun Pear Shaped Swag Lights - clear with orange & red chunks - 18" tall x 10" diameter with pull chain
switches (great condition) {in house shipping available}

217

14K Yellow Gold Angel Skin Coral & Diamond Brooch - 1 1/2" wide with 5 oval Angel Skin Coral Cabochons set in 14k floral motif with
a diamond in the center of each flower (total weight 10.4 dwt.) signed R in an oval (in house shipping available)

218

I See Faces In The Chalkware Including 2 Hayes Parker Pottery - 15 Chalk Face Plaques {Local pick up only}

219

Renato Casaro "Invitation" Movie Star Last Supper Lithograph - Great image in the style of Davinci's last supper, featuring Marilyn
Monroe, James Dean, Humphrey Bogart, Gene Kelley, Cary Grant, Frankenstein, Marlon Brando, Laurel and Hardy, Elvis, Clark Gable,
John Wayne and Charlie Chaplin - "Pinted in Germany RCA 012Renato Casaro: Invitation" "Renato Casaro/PGM Art World . Siegfried
Hafner" - 23 7/8"× 35 5/8" floating mount (cut top edge) in 31.5"×43.5" frame {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party
shipping}

220

5 US Silver Peace Dollar VAM variety and Error Coins - 1923 VAM-2 & Two VAM-3, 1924 Error & 1923 S/S - 1923 VAM-2 DDO shows
clearly doubled tiara and the top of the TR in trust, VAM-3 DDR, showing doubled lines and a little in the olive leaves below
talons (one hard to see - VAM-2 and VAM 3 are listed as top 50),1923 S/S has clear S overstamps and coin marked "1924 Error" I am
not sure of why - looks like some extra marks in hair near back of tiara - in house shipping available

221

1995 Nan Griffin Acrylic Wash Abstract Southwestern Dance Theme Painting - Southwestern dance theme within interesting
geometric designs, signed Nan Griffin '95, acrylic Wash on woven paper ( canvas?) - 25"×35" sight in 30"×40" frame under Plexiglas
- Eckerd College graduate, Member of Wisconsin Painters and Sculptors, Madison Art Guild, ISAP, Florida Watercolor Society ad The
Florida Artists Group. exhibited Florida Gulf Coast Art Museum, St Petersburg Museum of Fine Arts, St Petersburg Art Center, The
Society of the Four Arts, Palm Beach, Florida and the Boca Raton Museum of Art and published in American Artist - in house shipping
available, boxing charges apply

222

Pablo Picasso "Bullfight IV" Vintage Llitho - Pablo Picasso (1881-1973), one of the most influential and prolific artist of the 20th
century and founding member of the Cubist Movement, had the ability to catch motion and emotive life with a few simple swift
brush strokes, as is demonstrated in Bullfight IV black ink print - earlier version with bull to the right and matador to left - printed on
20"×26" laid paper, field signed, 18"×24" sight, matted in 15"×31" frame - overall light toning, heavier near mat, no noticeable
watermark, taped to mat with some discoloration marks {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping only}

223

1858 Seated Liberty Quarter XF 40+ - Liberty and full lines on shield are clear, wear to high spots but dress folds obvious, Eagle shows
major feather details with wear to wing top and claws, some wear to breast - grade is opinion of former owner, examine photos for
details - in house shipping available

224

Antique Curved Beveled Glass Display Cabinet - lions paw feet, adjustable 2 glass shelves, & locking top & bottom doors - 67" tall x
17" deep x 59" wide {Local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping}

225

Pair of S Kirk & Son Weighted Sterling Silver 2 Part 3 Lite Candelabras - floral embossed single light foot with screw in triple light
attachment {in house shipping available}

226

1936 and 1942 DDO-002 Doubled Die Walking Liberty Half Dollars - 1936 DDO-02 described in the Cherrypickers' Guide, doubling is
evident on the date, IN GOD WE TRUST, the lower folds of the skirt the shoes and the ground, most easily seen in the date. indexed
as FS-50-1936-102. 1942-S DDO attributed as FS-50-1942S-101 with obvious doubling seen in the neck and torso area (in house
shipping available)

227

Salvador Dali "Torero Noir" pencil signed Litho 85/150 - Famed Spanish surrealist Salvador Dali (1904-1989) bullfighter fine art
lithograph, Jean Schneider Basel publisher, Wofensberger printer - sheet size 29 5/8"x 21 3/4" with "BFK RIVES" watermark - 27"× 20
7/8" sight, double matted in 36"×30" gilt frame {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping only}

228

2 Hand Painted Opaline Smith Bros/ Mt Washington Glass Cylinder Vases with SP Holders - Fancy Wm Rogers aesthetic movement
pedestal holders with geometric bands and swirling side handle accents, 4 3/4" cylinder base with 2 double banded raised
accents and hand painted flowers (base tagged "Smith Brothers 5" Opal Vase Hand Painted") and 4 1/3" lightly flared with hand
painted heron in the rushes (base marked "Mt Washington Smith Brothers 1874- ") - in house shipping available

229

13 - 14k Yellow Gold Charms - (6.7 dwt. total of all) {in house shipping available}

230

Pr of 9.5" "Jap" Pattern Leighton Pottery Ginger Jars with Lids - Chinoiserie polychrome design porcelain ginger jars with lids, "Jap"
pattern with peony medallions on black ground within blue and vivid red floral design body with turquoise net base band and
triangular geometric lid band -Leighton Pottery Reg No 630409 B&L/B dragon mark, embossed "Shape No 15" - in house shipping
available

231

Tray Lot of 17 glass fruits and vegetables - Oranges, apples, tomatoes, carrots, peppers, pear and more - in house shipping available

232

1883 Kalakaua I King of Hawaii Silver Half Dollar, Quarter and Dime - Commissioned from US Mint by King Kalakaua I, coins were
designed by Claus Spreckels and US Mint Engraver Charles Barber and produced at the San Francisco Mint in 1883 and 1884 with his
bust on obverse and Hawaii shield on verso . After a slow start, they became major general distributed coinage throughout Hawaii
until it became a Territory in 1898 and the coinage was demonetized in 1903. Mintage amounts are misleading because a large
majority of the coins were thereafter melted down - 700,000 half dollars, 500,000 quarters and 250,000 dimes were minted, 26
proofs of each made and 612,245 1/2D, 257,400 1/4D and 79 dimes were recorded as returned and melted down, leaving existing
potential mintage at 87,781 1/2 D, 243,626 1/4D and 249,947 dimes. A large number of these were used to create jewelry and other
souvenir pieces for tourists - in house shipping available
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233

Antique Framed Equestrian "Returning to Weigh" Hand Colored Engraving From "Fore's National Sports" - great image of horse and
jockeys preparing, spectators in top hats and field in background, after painting by John Fredrick Herring Sen. (1795-1865), plate 10
"London: Published Sept. 1st 1856; by Mess Fore;s at Their Sporting & Fine Repository, & Frame Manufactory, 41 Piccadilly - corner of
Sackville, St., engraved by J. Harris & W. Summers - sight: 20.5"x41.25", frame size: 36.25" x 57" {Local pick up only or buyer arranges
3rd party shipping}

234

Swarovski Crystal "Inspiration Africa" Annual 1994 Kudu and 1995 Lion Figurines - 4" tall Kudu with long curling horns and 2" tall
resting lion with majestic mane - with paper work and boxes that have some water damage, figures mint - in house shipping available

235

6 1868 Rev 69 FS-904 Shield Nickel Die Error, 4 Broken Letters Rev. - from estate of long time shield and three cent nickel variety
enthusiast and collector, grading notations on cards are his opinion - examine photo for coin details - in house shipping available

236

Superb Eickholt Glass Vase with Textured Iridized Surface - 5" signed and dated 2005, textured lines within the iridescent finish accent
millefiori accents to suggest a fruiting vine - round form with pulled lip {in house shipping available}

237

1924 Deakins & Francis Sterling Silver Sugar Shaker - Birmingham anchor mark, Lion Passant for 925 fineness, letter date Z for 1924,
and D&F for Deakins & Francis, 7 1/2" tall (5.460 troy oz.) (2 small dings see photos) {in house shipping available}

238

3 Official Links for 18kt Gold Ladies President Watch Bracelet - from a 1986 Rolex watch, all 3 have screw in pins {in house shipping
available}

239

4 Heisey #1401 Empress Mustards in Clear, Famingo, Sahara and Moongleam - great set in all the basic colors - in house shipping
available

240

19th Century Carved Continental Ivory Statue "Three Graces" - 5 1/4" tall x 3" wide x 2" deep on ebonized wood plinth - total 9" tall
{in house shipping available to legal states}

241

Vintage Chinese 24k Yellow Gold Jadeite Imperial Jade Saddle Ring - size 6 1/2. (total weight 4.2 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

242

2 Pcs Hawkes Signed Cut Crystal - vanity powder box with hobstar cut and silverplate lid and ornate hobstar, fan and zipper cut
cologne bottle all items have acid etch mark including stopper- (in house shipping available)

243

WDCC CInderella Figurines in Original Boxes - 9" Cinderella and Prince Charming "So This is Love" dancing with photo postcard and
Collector's Society pin back button, and 5" "Wistful Dreamer" 2007 Walt Disney Collectors Society Membership Sculpture with box
inside Membership box including collector's pin of same image, color card and original sketch lithos and COA - in house shipping
available

244

3 High Grade Franklin Silver Half Dollar Error Coin Varieties - 1959 FS-801, 1948-D DDR & 1950 D/D - 1950 D/D, 1948 -D DDR EPU &
Clapper FH 020, and 1959 FS-50-1959-801, Breen 5251 DDR-002 - doubling on E PLURIBUS UNUM, eagle and right bell handle,
(Treasure Hunting Book) This was one of the earliest doubled dies identified by hobbyists; it was referred to as a "Medium Relief" by
Frank Spadone in the early 1960s, before it was known to be a dual hubbing (doubled die). It has become a very popular variety - (in
house shipping available)

245

Antique Sterling Silver Ladies Lot - incl. thread holder with repousse kissing cherubs monogrammed LMC, 5.75" souvenir cigarette
holder from Gouda, Holland, sterling handled nail file monogrammed LCM, 3" Good Luck etui / needle case made to hang on
chatelaine, 2.125" pencil also made to hang on chatelaine, & 3" pocket knife monogrammed Jacob (all in good antique condition
considering age) {in house shipping available}

246

5" Gold Aurene with Blue Heart Leaf and Vine Optic and Gold Threading Accents - squat form vase with pinched neck and open flared
lip, blue heart leaves connected with free flowing dark vines, the surface adorned with raised gold iridescent threading - similar to
work of both Durand and Quezal, unsigned pattern called by varied names - Clinging Hearts, Heart and Vine, Threaded Hearts, etc - in
house shipping available

247

1896-S United States Gold Liberty Head $20 Dollar Double Eagle Coin - see photos for condition. {in house shipping available}

248

Continental Sterling Silver, Repousse & Enamel Handle Pastry Server - Gold Wash over sterling, 7 5/8" long spatula, dragon motif
handle with blue enamel (2.14 troy oz.) {in house shipping available}

249

Houbigant 1/4 oz. Le Parfum in Orig. Box - vintage French perfume, label in great condition, perfume still sealed with some
evaporation (box as is) {in house shipping available}

250

High Grade 1955 Franklin "Bugs Bunny" Silver Half Dollar Coin Error - dubbed "Bugs Bunny" because of stretched teeth in die - coin
card notations list coin as Gem MS 65+ FBL, noticeable toning - grading is opinion of long time coin error enthusiast, examine photos
to make your own determination - in house shipping available

251

3 Hermes Eau De Toilette 1.6 oz. Spray Perfumes - incl. Un Jardin Apres La Mousson, Le Jardin De Monsieur Li, & Un Jardin Sur Le Nil
(slightly used, no boxes) {in house shipping available, we'll do our best but can't guarantee no leakage during shipment}

252

Estate Meerschaum pipe "Mermaid" With Case - Used estate pipe, carved into a figurehead mermaid {in house shipping available}

253

5 1883 Kalakaua I King of Hawaii Silver Coins - 3 Quarters and 2 Dimes - Commissioned from US Mint by King Kalakaua I, coins were
designed by Claus Spreckels and US Mint Engraver Charles Barber and produced at the San Francisco Mint in 1883 and 1884 with his
bust on obverse and Hawaii shield on verso . After a slow start, they became major general distributed coinage throughout Hawaii
until it became a Territory in 1898 and the coinage was demonetized in 1903. Mintage amounts are misleading because a large
majority of the coins were thereafter melted down - 500,000 quarters and 250,000 dimes were minted, 26 proofs of each made and
612,245 1/2D, 257,400 1/4D and 79 dimes were recorded as returned and melted down, leaving existing potential mintage at
243,626 1/4D and 249,947 dimes. A large number of these were used to create jewelry and other souvenir pieces for tourists - in
house shipping available
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254

7 Pair 14k Gold Natural & Beaded Pierced Earrings - incl. tiger eye, black onyx, & more all with 14k gold backs (stands not included) {in
house shipping available}

255

Swarovski Crystal Fabulous Creatures 1996 The Unicorn & 1997 The Dragon SCS Limited Edition Figures - 5.25"x4"x2" Dragon and 6"
x5"x2" Unicorn, each comes with white display box (some moisture damage to The both boxes, certificate and booklet for The
Unicorn) - in house shipping available

256

6 1968 Rev 68 "Step-Tail" FS-906 Shield Nickel Die Error Variety Coins - -from estate of long time shield and three cent nickel variety
enthusiast and collector, grading notations on cards are his opinion - examine photo for coin details - in house shipping available

257

Gorham Sterling Hand Hammered Holly Bowl - 5.5" x 1.3/4", made for Bigelow, Edward & Co, Gorham "Sterling and Other Metals" M
mark - fine sterling construction with applied holly leaves, mixed metal berries - in house shipping available

258

Vintage Sterling Silver Grape & Vine Jewelry - incl. Danecraft 16" necklace, Taxco 7.5" bracelet, & 7" bracelet with matching screw
back earrings {in house shipping available}

259

2 Scarce 1875-S Twenty Cents Pieces - Shortest run of any US coin, a necessary part of any true coin type set. US 20 cents pieces were
made from 1875-1876 with some proof only made in 1877 and 1878. Although the 1875-S is the most common mintage, the original
mintage was only 1,155,000 - (in house shipping available)

260

19th Century Carved Continental Ivory Statue Of Semi Nude Woman Holding Faun {Hooved Child} - this renaissance revival carved
ivory statue is 9 1/4" tall with 4 1/4" ebonized wood plinth (total 13 1/2" tall) {slight cracking, see photos} {in house shipping available
to legal states}

261

Authentic Vintage Gucci Suede Leather Bag / Clutch w/ COA - 1960's - 70's brown leather & suede hard body bag with reverse
interlocking GG on leather strap closure, crest Knight tag, & Made In Italy by Gucci gold stamp inside. Can be worn with thin shoulder
strap or removed to be a clutch with swivel hardware, inside deep brown leather lining - 4.5" tall x 8.5" wide x 2.5" deep, strap hangs
19" long x 1/3" wide (bag is good condition overall, some mild scuffing on from use and strap has been resewn near hardware
(pictured), guaranteed to be authentic Gucci) {in house shipping available}

262

2 US Commemorative Half Dollars - 1925 California Diamond Jubilee and 1936 Long Island Tercentenary - great examples of US silver
commemorative coinage -1925 shows gold prospector and grizzly bear images (300,000 mintage was authorized, only 150,000 were
struck and about half sold, the rest being melted down), 1936 has double portrait of Dutch settler and Algonquin tribesman, and
Dutch sailing ship - crisp details, great imagery (100,053 struck, 18,227 melted down) - in house shipping available

263

925 Sterling Mexico / Taxco 3 Piece Black Onyx Suite - Mid Century Modern MCM 17" necklace, 7" bracelet and clip earrings marked
925 Mexico TR-79 (total weight 7.605 troy oz) {in house shipping available}

264

Sterling Silver & Black Onyx Pierre Cardin Cuff Bracelet - MCM Mid Century Modern 6"-7" cuff, signed Pierre Cardin, sterling total
weight 0.645 troy oz. {in house shipping available}

265

1884-CC MS Grade Morgan Silver Dollar - Beautiful brilliant luster Carson City mint coin from recently opened old estate roll of silver
dollars - only 1.136,000 original 1884-CC mintage, clear strike, strong image with soft back luster and very minimal bag marks worthy of professional grading (grade is suggestion - examine photos for your own determination) - in house shipping available

266

Egon Lauridsen (1936-1966) for ELA - Danish Sterling Silver& Enamel Coffee Spoons With Case - each spoon is 3 3/4" long with cobalt
blue enamel handles ending in a crown and exposed silver is gilt in 24K gold {in house shipping available}

267

2 Steuben Golden Aurene Interior Ribbed Bridge Lamp Shades - 10 raised ribs, light golden iridized exterior, flattened bulbous base,
one with silver Steuben Fleur-di-lis stamp on fitter and 1 minor chip to fitter - see photos for details - in house shipping available

268

1883-CC MS Grade Morgan Silver Dollar - Beautiful brilliant luster Carson City mint coin from recently opened old estate roll of silver
dollars - only 1.204,00 original 1883-CC mintage, clear strike, strong image with soft back luster and very minimal bag marks a couple
noticeable on cheek - worthy of professional grading - (grade is suggestion -examine photos for your own determination) - in house
shipping available

269

Sterling Silver & Black Onyx Pierre Cardin Cuff Bracelet - MCM Mid Century Modern 6"-7" cuff, signed Pierre Cardin, (sterling total
weight 0.655 troy oz.) {in house shipping available}

270

Swarovski Crystal Squirrel 10 year Anniversary Figurine and Swan with Club Packet - 2 1/4"x2 3/4" Squirrel figurine with signed black
glass stand, Swarovski SCS 1987-1997 on reverse with original storage box and external presentation pack - in house shipping
available

271

RARE! 1942/1 Overdate Mercury Dime - Highly sought major error die coin, this Mercury dime has full 1 with 2 marked over, and has
great detIails, featger details to Mercury. Wear only on hifhest points, XF+/AU - grade is opinion, examine photos to make your own
decision - in house shipping available to you

272

Tray Lot Of Costume Jewelry And Sterling Silver - 3 strand salmon color bead necklace, jade donut pendant, bone and micro mosaic
pin, Green Bakelite clip hoop earrings, 2 sterling vintage rings with signs of use, horse bar pin, rhinestone earrings, faux emerald ring,
chrome plated hinged rhinestone bracelet, and more {in house shipping available}

273

Swarovski Crystal Disney Tinkerbell 2008 LE Figurine and Star name Display 905780 - 5" fine crystal figure of Tinker Bell leaning
forward standing on a flower, star shape "Disney's Tinker Bell 2008" display sign - complete with box and outer box (tab to outer
wrapper box torn) - superb limited edition annual Walt Disney collectible - in house shipping available

274

1/2 oz $25 Golden American Eagle Coin 1986 - The United States Official Gold Bullion Coin, the Gold American Eagle, Was First
released in 1986 {in house shipping available}

275

Authentic Vintage Gucci Brown Leather Clutch with Horsebit Hardware w/ COA - 1950's-60's dark brown leather with leather strap
closure in horsebit hardware & lined with lighter brown leather with Made In Italy Gucci gold stamp - 5.75" tall x 8" wide x 2" (bag is
very good condition overall, some mild scuffing on outside bottom and stain on inside bottom leather lining, guaranteed to be
authentic Gucci) {in house shipping available}
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276

Lot Of 5 Vintage French Lithograph Print By Georges Redon - French Artist George Redon was a lithographer who especially loved to
do prints on natural settings and children. He died in 1943 and there are very few of his prints available for sale, 3 - 10x12" & 2- 12"
x10" unframed {in house shipping available}

277

1831 Capped Liberty Silver Quarter - Liberty is clear, basic face, hair and turban details are present, full lines in shield on reverse are
clear as are basic layers of feathers, smalll gauge between United and States (original mintage of onle 398,000) - grading notations
are opinion check photo details to make your own decisions - in house shipping available

278

Tray Lot of Natural Jewelry - incl. carved bone pins & earrings, beaded necklaces, hand knotted beaded necklace, malachite inlay
composite bangle, sterling silver ring, & agate beaded necklace - contents only {in house shipping available}

279

Mid Century Brutalist Wall Sculpture - made from iron nails with gold & silver gilt (unsigned) - 38" wide x 23" tall x 2.25" deep {in
house shipping available}

280

1/4 Oz $10 American Gold Eagle Coin 1986 - The United States' official gold bullion coin, the Gold American Eagle, was first released
in 1986 {in house shipping available}

281

Antique Oil On Canvas Painting of Country Cottage Landscape - well executed painting landscape of country house and yard, "Spinoit
Bruxelles" location/ title tag on verso, hard to read signature dated 1912 - 10"x29.5" canvas in 12.5"x 32" frame {local pick up only or
buyer arranges third party shipping}

282

Florida Fossilized Coral Lot - 15 pairs size: 2" - 9" long {in house shipping available}

283

PCGS PR68 1959, 1960 and 1962 and PR67CAM 1961 Silver Washington Quarters - Cameo appearance, - in house shipping available

284

Tray Lot of Banks - incl. ceramic payphone, totem pole, Chucky Cheese, novelty squirrel, hamburger, Harris Trust Advertising, Idaho
potato & more {in house shipping available}

285

19th Century Spanish Sword - Inscription "Sirvo A Mi Dueno"...I Serve My Owner - bone grip, brass pommel, iron guard, with worn
leather cover 30 1/4" blade, overall length 36 1/2" - {in house shipping available}

286

1/10 oz $5 Gold American Eagle Coin 1986 - The United States' official gold bullion coin, the Gold American Eagle, was first released in
1986 {in house shipping available}

287

Adams Dubuque Wood & Iron Sand Cast Box, Pedestal and Wood Plugs - Well crafted Adams Dubuque No 5 2-part sand casting mold
(no base) with adjustable levels and latches, 5 number wooden plugs and large bowl like item? could be used as sculpture pedestal
(bowl has some damage) {in house shipping available, very heavy}

288

Wind Up and other Celluloid Dolls - 6" tall Irwin wind-up, 7" pull string walker gnome, 5" boy in ribbon made period clothes, 5" MS
Japan paperboy (some issues on back of head), 7" & 3" baby dolls {in house shipping available}

289

1883 Kalakaua I King of Hawaii Silver Half Dollar - Commissioned from US Mint by King Kalakaua I, coins were designed by Claus
Spreckels and US Mint Engraver Charles Barber and produced at the San Francisco Mint in 1883 and 1884 with his bust on obverse
and Hawaii shield on verso . After a slow start, they became major general distributed coinage throughout Hawaii until it became a
Territory in 1898 and the coinage was demonetized in 1903. Mintage amounts are misleading because a large majority of the coins
were thereafter melted down - 700,000 half dollars were minted, 26 proofs made and 612245, were recorded as returned and
melted down, leaving existing potential mintage at 87,781 of which a large number were used to create souvenir pieces for tourists mint strike and luster is excellent on this coin, but it has an indent in the top as can be seen in the photos - in house shipping available

290

Texaco Annual Collector's Series of Truck Banks, Tugboat Banks and More - 1994 #11 1934 Doodle Bug(without Mirror) #B195, 1996
#13 1949 White Tilt Cab Tank Truck F950, 1999 #16 1920 Pierce Arrow H817 Regular Edition and #19478 Special Edition, 2003 #20
1927 "Havoline" Graham Panel Delivery Truck Special Edition 21321P, 2000 Millennium Edition First in Series Collector's Club Special
Edition Texaco "Fire Chief" Tugboat 20213P and Havoline Tugboat (2nd in Series) #20208P-1HF, 2 Big A Auto Parts 1/6 scale pedal
cars (1996 First in Series 1948 BMC Stake Truck and Limited Edition Racer with helmet, jack and flags) PLUS 3 Texaco Atlanta 1996
Olympics pins - all cars in original boxes, most never used or displayed - in house shipping available

291

1964 Marion Kay Silver Coin Novelty Clock Unopened in Original Box - "Last United States Silver Coinage" Model 72 Walnut
Numismatic Clock - Uncirculated half dollars at 12 and 6, quarters 3 and 9, dimes in between (some toning) - box marked MK in shield
# 71/2" - in house shipping available

292

1883 Kalakaua I King of Hawaii Silver Dollar - Commissioned from US Mint by King Kalakaua I, coins were designed by Claus Spreckels
and US Mint Engraver Charles Barber and produced at the San Francisco Mint in 1883 and 1884 with his bust on obverse and Hawaii
shield on verso . After a slow start, they became major general distributed coinage throughout Hawaii until it became a Territory in
1898 and the coinage was demonetized in 1903. Mintage amounts are misleading because a large majority of the coins were
thereafter melted down - 500,000 dollars were minted, 26 proofs made and 453,652 were recorded as returned and melted down,
leaving existing potential mintage at 46,374 of which a large number were used to create souvenir pieces for tourists - in house
shipping available

293

Album FULL of Pokemon Cards - includes holo foil, large size, high point value and more - too much to mention - check out photos,
most but not all shown ( most in exceollent condition, some played with) - in house shipping available

294

Tray Lot Of Collectible Tableweres - antler handled carving set, serving spoons, pie, fish, coasters, wire magic games and more {in
house shipping available}

295

5 Franklin High PR/ MS Grade Half Dollars - 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961 and 1962 - All but 1959 sealed in plastic holder from previous
dealer, strong brilliant luster, grade - in house shipping available

296

3 Duncan & Miller Elegant Glass Cornucopia Horn of Plenty Horizontal Vases - 12-13" elegant twisted panel style, 2 clear and 1
Chartreuse - in house shipping available
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297

Royal Rudolstadt Prussia Dresser Set - Tray, hair receivers, hat pin holder, powder jar, and 2 handled unlined jewelry casket. (in house
shipping available}

298

2 1892 and 2 1893 Columbian Expo Commemorative Silver Half Dollars - "United States of American Columbian Half Dollar" Columbus
profile obverse, ship and old world globe maps "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago" on reverse - in house shipping available

299

15 Texaco Annual Collector's Series of Truck Banks, 1994-2004 with Some Special Editions - 1994 #11 1934 Doodle Bug (without
Mirror) #B195, 1995 #12 1910 Mack Tanker #F122, 1996 #13 1949 White Tilt Cab Tank Truck F950, 1997 #14 1917 Maxwell Car H500,
1998 #15 1929 Mack Fire Truck #415, 1999 #16 1920 Pierce Arrow H817 Regular Edition and #19478 Special Edition, 2000 #17 1919
GMC Tanker #19542V and Chrome Millennium Edition #19812P, 2001 #18 1918 Mack Bulldog Flatbed #20210P and Special Edition
#20432P, 2002 #19 1935 Dodge 3 Ton Platform Truck #20728P and Special Edition Metallic Red #20908P, 2003 # 20 1927 "Havoline"
Graham Panel delivery Truck 21320P, and 2004 1918 Ford Runabout with Tanker Trailer Bank 21461P - all in original boxes, most
never used or displayed - in house shipping available

300

7 Heisey and Hawkes Patent Crystal Oil and Vinegar Bottles - 3 hour glass body bottles with wheel cut oil vinegar lettering and varied
leaf and garland designs with acid etch base mark "Patented June 20 1916, No 1188172" (2 marked in center of polished pontil and
base of stoppers with Hawkes signature, third is slightly different, faint patent info mark and no noticeable Hawkes mark and stopper
variant), 2 Heisey Puritan #1489 sloping square sided form (square stopper and silver overlay round stopper), and 2 Heisey Narrow
Flute #397 marked Pat.d 10-6-14 on lip (mfg under license granted by TG Hawkes & Co) - in house shipping available

301

Collection Of Sterling Silver Tablewares - 3- Cut & etched glass mustard jars with sterling lids, 1 Dominic & Haff, 1-unmarked, 1
Webster Co. lid weight 1.410 ozt, 1-Wendell Mfg. Co. 3.450 ozt repousse poppy rim bowl 7" X 5 1/2", 1-Tuttle co.sterling and wood
candle snuffer 11" long, and 2 pair of sterling handle grape scissors {in house shipping available}

302

Lot of Spode Fleur Delys Blue Dinnerware - 14 1/2" platter, 9 3/4" veggie oval bowl, 8 3/8" platter, 8 desert plates 6 3/8", 9 lunch
plates 6 1/8", 8 dinner plates 10 5/8" { in house shipping available with packing charge $25.00}

303

Tray of Vintage Jewelry - incl. Victorian crystal, steel cut shoe buckles, faux coral. Brookkraft, WM, & more - we do our best to ensure
jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

304

5 US Silver Peace Dollar Die Error and VAM varieties - 3 1922, 2 1922-D - 1922 VAM-2AG with right shoulder spike over eagle on
reverse, subtle die scratch by the last ray of tiara, 1922 noticeable doubled second 2, lower hair and neck, 1922-D with extensive
heavy semicircular die crack on left bottom obverse mirroring coin edge from above the L of Liberty to the 9 with extra cracks to rim
above IN and short horizontal crack radiating in to the neck (some rim nicks) ,1922 DDO noticeable on nose and neck, hair bun on 1
and second 2 and 1922-D doubling with subtle neck, hair bun and doubling in We,- condition and varieties are opinion, check photos
for details - (in house shipping available)

305

Lot of Vintage Ladies Vanity Items - incl. perfume bottles, porcelain powder jars, hair receivers, cream holders, etc. {in house shipping
available}

306

Heisey Colonial/ Old Williamsburg and Other Goblets, Bowls, Plates and More - 4 shelves FULL of fine Heisey glass - lots of nested
bowls, small plates, varied sherbets, stems and glasses, carafe, grapefruit, sugar and creamers, cups and more -see photos for
details- (In house shipping available)

307

15 PF 69 Ultra Cameo NGC President and Sacagawea Dollars, JFK Half Dollars and Jefferson Nickel - 7 US President Dollars (2007-S
John Adams, James Madison, two 2008-S James Monroe, John Quincy Adams, and Martin Van Buren and 2009-S William B. Harrison)
5 Sacagawea Native American Dollars ( 2003-S, 2005-S, two 2007-S and 2009-S with Agriculture reverse), 2005-S & 2006-S Clad
Kennedy Half Dollars and 2003-S Jefferson Nickel {in house shipping available}

308

3 Tier Cart of Carnival, Retro and Elegant Glass, Fine Porcelains and More - Lots of Duncan and Miller teardrop dinnerware, misc
pattern stems and goblets, black amethyst Dancing Girls and other vase, Fostoria Hermitage dark smoke vase, Tiffin Cherokee Rose,
console bowls incl Paden City, silver decorated, Fostoria Rose Chintz, pink depression stems, cut crystal vases, candlesticks and bowls,
cut to clear wine hoc stems, pr Andrea heron statues with stands, mixed color Wedgwood Jasper Ware, horse statue, firkin, Norman
Rockwell figurines, Mid century cobalt and tangerine globe vases, Empoli tall vase, ind. rose bowls, and much more - local pick up only

309

Linden West Germany 8-Day Pendulum Clock - with ornate gold gilt crest and base by Cuckoo Clock Mfg. Co. West Germany - 28" tall
- working with key (scratches in wood on face from pendulum) {in house shipping available}

310

Ivory & Sterling Silver English Page Turner Circa 1900 - Marked D & F for maker Deakin & Francis, anchor for Birmingham, Lion for
925, a date mark for 1900 - 14 3/8" long, ivory 10 1/2"x1 1/2" wide, (some wear on silver) {in house shipping available}

311

"Cats Portfolio Drawings By Clare Turly Newberry" With 16 Cat Prints - Clare Turley Newbury (1903-1970) active in Oregon and
France, known as a children's book writer and illustrator and for her charming illustrations of cats 2 framed & 14 unframed - published by Parker Brothers copyright 1930s-40s CTN, with cover sheet and portfolio cover. some toning
on prints
{in house shipping available}

312

Thai Kalaga Embossed Figural Design Sequined Tapestry - 41"x48" black fabric with multi leveled border of raised gold, beaded and
sequined raised bands framing divine wedding scene with royal couple leading pr of decorated bulls held by attendant, celestial being
flying above - size includes loops for dowel to be inserted for hanging - (in house shipping available)

313

5 1863 and 1864 CWT Civil War Tokens with Flag, 2 Lady Liberty, Monitor and Indian Princess - 1863 Liberty Obv 1 with "IOU 1 Cent"
Rev 391, The Flag of Our Union/Rev Target "If Anybody Tries to Tear Her Down, Shoot Him On The Spot", F10/312a Liberty/Army &
Navy, and 1864 241/338a The Monitor war ship/ Our Navy, off center Indian Princess/"Not One Cent", - variety types listed by past
CWT enthusiast from his estate, types and grades are educated opinions, check photos for details - in house shipping available
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314

50 Vintage Classic Rock and Roll Vinyl Record Albums - Alice Cooper School's Out, Chet Atkins picks on the Beatles, Duane Allman an
anthology & Vol. II, The Allman Brothers Band Debut, at Fillmore East, idle wild south, Brothers and Sisters, and Eat A Peach, Hour
Glass (Duane & Gregg Allman), BB King Guess Who, Live and Well, in London, Newport in New York '72, Rock Me baby, LA Midnight,
The King B, Blues on Top of Blues, Live at the regal, Completely Well, Paying the Cost to The Boss, and Indianola Mississippi Seeds,
Albert King Blues for Elvis, Ginger Baker debut and Stratavarious, 2 Richard Betts Highway call, The Beatles Sgt Peppers lonely Hearts
Club band, Let it Be, Revolver, Meet the Beatles, The Beatles Hard Days night, Magical Mystery tour, The White Album and Ringo
Starr Ringo, Bubble Puppy A Gathering of Promises,Jeff Beck Group debut, Rough and Ready, Jeff Beck Jan Hammer Group, beck-ola,
Jeff Beck Tim Bogert Carmine Appice, Blood Sweat and Tears debut, Child is Father to the man, 3, and BS&T 4, History of British Blues,
Blue Cheer debut, Vincebus Eruptum, New! Improved, etc {in house shipping available}

315

Pair of Iron Medieval Style Wall Sconce Lights - 24" tall x 10" wide x 11" deep {in house shipping available}

316

Collection of Sterling Silver WWII Sweetheart Jewelry - 7" long sterling Air Force bracelet, sterling US Navy Seabees pin, clear lucite
heart pendant with Air Force wings, Air Force propeller & wings pin, Navy anchor propeller converted to pendant, & lapel pin {in
house shipping available}

317

Case lot full of Vintage Cap Guns and Water Pistols - Metal, tin litho and space age plastic revolvers, classic cowboy pistols with
holsters, etc. - in house shipping available

318

50 Vintage Rock and Roll Record Albums - Buffalo Springfield Self Titled, Retrospective The Best of, Again & Last Time Around), Paul
Butterfield Blues (Golden Butter, In My Own Dream, The Resurrection of Pigboy Crabshaw) The Byrds Fifth Dimension, Canned Heat
Debut,Boogie With and Living the Blues, Ray Charles Live, Greatest Hits and all time great country and western hits, Chicago Transit
Authority, Chicago III and VI, Eric Clapton self titled, 461 Ocean Boulevard, no reason to cry, Eric Clapton and the Yardbirds, Country
Joe and the Fish Electric Music for the Mind and Body, Here We Are Again, I Feel Like I'm Fixing to Die,ane Together,Papa John Creach
Filthy! and Self Titled, Cream Wheels of Fire, Fresh Cream, Disraeli Gears and Goodbye Cream, Creedence Clearwater Revival Bayou
Country,Green River and Willy and the Poor Boys, Crosby Stills Nash & Young Deja Vu, Crosby Stills Nash, Delaney & Bonnie Motel
Shot and On Tour with Eric Clapton, Derek and The Dominoes in concert and Layla, Fleetwood Mac Debut, Mirage, Rumors, Mystery
to Me and Stevie Nicks, Live Catfish featuring Bob Hodge, Singing the Blues, Wilson Picket Hey Jude and The Midnight Mover {in
house shipping available}

319

14k Gold Lions Head Pendant - 1 3/4" long incl. bale 14k gold lions head with etched design (5.4 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

320

Collection of 1950-60s Hubley Kiddie Toys Airplanes and more - Diecast metal Hubley Kiddie Toys 495 Navy bomber with fold up
wings and spring retractable landing gear (paint wear, small chip to windshield), 433 Military paint Piper Cub (very light paint wear,
intact),1960s P-40 stunt plane (good condition, some paint wear), P-38 Lightning (propeller blade loss on both engines), Plastic
Hubley Kiddie Toy US Army fighter(1 propeller) and Renewal No 38 P 38- lightning (missing propellors, 1 of front landing wheels), 2
mini diecast and 2 mini plastic (1 missing wheels) - in house shipping available)

321

Yamaha RBX 250 Black Electric Bass Guitar #MK 06154 - Black lacquer body, rosewood finger board, chrome turn buttons, The
Yamaha RBX 250 had an alder body with bolt on maple neck. Yamaha discontinued the RBX 250 in 1996 Sold With Stand. {in house
shipping available}

322

3 Uncirculated Morgan Silver Dollars - 1896, 1900 & 1902-O - Beautiful brilliant luster coins from recently opened old estate roll of
silver dollars - clear strike, strong image with soft back luster and very minimal bag marks - worthy of professional MS grading , 1896
especially nice - (grade is suggestion - examine photos for your own determination) - in house shipping available

323

7 Misc Annual Wings of Texaco Airplane Banks 1995-2005 and 1 Display Sign - 1995 No.3 1931 Stearman Biplane F121, 1996 No.4
1940 Grumman Goose F900, 2000 No.8 1936 "The Duck" Keystone-Loening Silver Special 2000 Collector's Edition, 2001 No.9
"Spokane Sun-God"1929 Buhl CA-6 Sesquiplane, 2002 No.10 "Texaco Eagle" Modified Franklin Utility Glider, , 2004 No.12
"Staggerwing" 1939 Beechcraft D17S Black Chrome Special Edition and 2005 No13 "Waco Straightwing" 1929 WACO ASO Brush Metal
Special Edition (13 and 12 have shipping box as well) and 1999 12 1/2"x23 1/2" Sign for 7th in series - in house shipping available

324

Adolph Chwala Oil On Canvas Painting of Full Moon Lakeside Landscape - Adolph Chwala (1836-1900) was active in the Czech
Republic and Austria, known for his dramatic landscape paintings with emotive skies, colorations and play of light and shadow
- Moonlight landscape of fishermen's cottages on the river shore under a cloudy full moon, this painting captures his ability to share
the feeling of the location and time. A.Chwala metal tag on frame, same as found on many of his fine paintings, signature and details
of painting somewhat obscured by dirt, minor repairs and pinhole flake, needs cleaning - 22"×35.25" canvas in 33"×47" ornate gilt
frame with raised shell corners and intertwined borders - Local Pick Up Only or buyer arranges third party shipping

325

3 Pair 14k Gold Pierced Earrings - incl. diamond drop, ruby & diamond flower studs, & stylized feather with diamonds {in house
shipping available}
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326

Tray of 14 Phyllis Trager Hyman Original Matted and Framed Drawings, Watercolors, Print and More - 14"x10.5" image "Juvenile
Court" (watercolor & acrylic inks on paper 3-2000), 13.5"x10.5" "Fish Tale" pastels 3-30-2000, "Environmental Dilemma - Dying Bird,
Dying Fish, Dying Flower" pastels 2000, 13.5"x10.5" untitled faces in pastels 2000, 11.5"x15.5" black ink wash on paper untitled faces
4/60, 14"x11" abstract curvilinear abstract, 10.5"x8.5" cubist inspired abstract instrument mixed media on cut canvas (unsigned or
dated early work), 9.75"x7.75 pen and ink with note on back "This is how i sometimes feel in a noisy and crowded place" 1999, 4.5"x6.
75" "Innocent Woman in Sinister Surroundings" 1999, pen and paper of ephemeral faces (unsigned or dated), 6"x4.5" conflicting
faces 1959 pen and ink, 7"x5" Country Scene lino cut print 1969, 6 1/2"x4 1/2" watercolor and ink framed - Phillis was a Sophisticated
outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .
Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism
and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully
shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew
profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic
influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators
Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography
of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her
disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional
materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth
preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness,
she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-ofconsciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an
outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available} - (in house shipping available)

327

2 Aqua Glass Demijohn Carboy Bottles - 16" squat cylindrical form water/ chemical bottle with applied lip and neck twist and ovate
apple form bottle with finely applied lip and push up base - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

328

14k Gold Dome Filigree Design Ring - with flower decoration - size: 7 (2.5 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

329

Tray Lot of American Flyer Vintage Toy Train Engines, Cars and Accessoires - 21160 Reading Lines and 312 Pennsylvania locomotive
engines and tenders, Erie 7210 search light car, Shell 625 & Gulf 24309 tankers, American Flyers Lines 24603 & Reading 630 cabooses,
Lake Park station, Pennsylvania 24106 coal carrier, 3 transformers incl No. 2B 75 watt, 2 Missouri Pacific 629 & 736 livestock cars, &
more {in house shipping available}

330

Art Deco Gold Gilt Copper Clad Over Chalk Ball Dancer Table Lamp With Hand Blown Shade By Zephyr - shade gold Aurene with
purple highlights signed Zephyr, 17" tall with marble base. {in house shipping available}

331

6 NGC MS 67 PL Millennium Set 2000-D Sacagawea Dollars - Beautiful Proof Like Coins! - in house shipping available

332

1930's Set 12 Penny Line Red Paden City Glasses - no cracks or chips, some scratches from use {in house shipping available}

333

Murano Italy Hand Blown Black Glass Mermaid With Clear Tail - 11 1/2" Tall with original sticker on bottom. see photos, photo of
hanging tag is for info only, tag not avaliable {in house shipping available}

334

Master Crafted 42" Long 19th Century Chinese 2 Sided Repousse Qilin Pendent & Jade Bead Necklace - The 4"x3 1/2"
Qilin (pronounced "Kee Lin") pendant was made by a master silversmith, 2 sided 3 dimensional and completely hand chased (see
photos for details) hanging from the 4 hooves are 2 closed flower bells and the other 2 are jade bead dangles. The necklace contains
57 antique 10 1/2 mm translucent Jade beads with maroon veins. 2 silver prayer wheel orb beads flanked by four 6 sided panel beads
witch represent light. The beads are strung on silk cord that has been woven and between each bed is a woven knot known as a
prayer knot.
Qilin also known as Kylin or Kirin, is a mythical Chinese creature that brings serenity and prosperity. The Qilin is a mythical creature
just like the Dragon and Phoenix. {in house shipping available}

335

3 Baccarat Window Panel Cut Cameo in Crystal Paperweights - 1956 Zodiac Aquarius Water Bearer on cobalt in display box (some
bottom scuff marks and edge roughage), 2 Franklin Mint Cameo Busts in Crystal Alexander the Great 1975 on green from "Leaders of
History" series and George Washington 1977 on blue Bicentennial celebration release - in house shipping available

336

Pr of Heisey Sahara 2 Light Prism Draped Candelabras and Empress Console Bowl - #1401 Empress floral bowl with dolphin feet and
floral cutting (in house shipping available)

337

Native American Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. 2 rings (inlay size 10 with some scuffing from wear & turquoise & coral nugget size
8), pendant inlay & stud pierced earrings, & 2 money clips (turquoise nugget is sterling top only, inlay is all sterling) {in house shipping
available}

338

1940's Sheaffer's Pen & Pencil Set in Orig. Case & Parker Fountain Pen - Sheaffer's green striated set 1500 fountain pen with 14k gold
nib & matching 500 mechanical pencil in orig. velvet lined box & Parker "51" pen in orig. box w/ 1/10th 16k gold filled
cap monogrammed PRK (some scratches in black plastic) {in house shipping available}

339

Franklin Mint Collection of Antique Car Coins Sterling Silver First Edition - 25 sterling silver car coins in display album with info book
with descriptions by Floyd Clymer, papers and exterior box, 1968 - each medallion is approx .25 oz, total 6.25 troy oz sterling (in
house shipping available)

340

8 Sterling Silver Rings - various sizes incl. cubic zirconia - contents only {in house shipping available}

341

3 Art Glass Fenton Specialty Art Glass Pieces with Original Boxes - 8" limited edition amethyst glass fan vase with HP dragonfly and
ladybug with waving grasses, #137 of 175 hand painted by D Johnson, 9.5" sky blue satin basket with white crest and hand painted
rose spray bouquet Bill Fenton Signature Series Charleton Collection 2002 and lovely 4" tall hyacinth iridescent stretch glass leaf bowl
with ribbed piecrust rim - in house shipping available
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342

Tray Vintage & Signed Jewelry - incl. Weiss, Monet, Freirich, Ralph Lauren, Art Deco sweater clips, bakelite bangles, & more - we do
our best to ensure all jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee {in house shipping available}

343

4 PCGS MS and PR 66 Silver Washington Quarters- 1947-D, 1957, 1958 and 1956 - MS66 1947-D with bright luster, 1957 and 1958
with toning and PR66 1956 with edge toning - in house shipping available

344

12" tall Ursula "Poor Unfortunate Souls" Limited Edition Bronze Candelabra with COA - from The Little Mermaid, "is an authentic
work created by Walt Disney Collectibles and Conforms to the high standards of quality upheld by The Walt Disney Company" in an
edition size of 1,000 only - in house shipping available

345

Antique Seed Bead Drawstring Purse with Asian Design - leisure boat with flying cranes on black background and looped fringe
(replaced lining with green satin, small hole in boat on one side) - 11.5" tall x 8.5" wide {in house shipping available}

346

1960's Kenneth Lane for Rosenfeld Rhinestone Panther Handle Leather Evening Bag - black leather with orig. mirror in satin interior,
rhinestone encrusted panther heads with green cabochon eyes and twisted metal chain handle - 4.5" tall x 7.5" wide x 2.5" deep (in
near mint condition) {in house shipping available}

347

2 pair Imperial Cathay 1950s Emperor and Empress Bookends (Black and Jade) - 1950s releases - one with silver and blue Imperial tag
- in house shipping available

348

Pr Crystal and 1 Sahara #1405 Ipswich Footed Centerpiece with Hanging Crystals - (1931-1944) - fluted flared rim vase form
with hanging prisms - in house shipping available

349

Carved Netsuke, Needle Cases and More - 2" antique carved bone Kabuki deamon character 2 face netsuke, 2 case bone inro with
etched double sided design, 3 vintage needle cases (wood Fairlie Glen, Near Largs, plastic Budapest made to hang, & "Boye"
Brand machine needles) & bone pickle fork {in house shipping available}

350

Art Deco Decor Candlesticks, Tray and Figures - trefoil 3-part candy dish with 3 stylized chrome kneeling nude figural corner accents,
8" 3-part verdigris bronze incense braizer, 2.5" tall recumbent bronze greyhound JB 3333, and 3 pairs candleholders (5 1/2" copper
finish, 5" aluminum and 2" chrome) - in house shipping available

351

After Adolphe Jean Lavergne (French, 1852-1901) "Pecheur" - this bronze cast is a boy holding his fishing rod over his shoulder
untangling line, on a rectangular base with a title plaque "Pecheur par Lavergne", also signed "Lavergne," on base in front of boat
docking obelisk and numbered to underside "FC 1012 charmeur pecheur 30548," dark brown patina - 13 1/2" tall {in house shipping
available}

352

6 US Commemorative Silver Half Dollars - 3 1893 Columbian Expo, 1946 P, D & S Booker T Washington - 1893 Columbian Exposition
have some original luster, lots of toning, stain, 1946 Booker T Washington have high brilliant luster UNC/MS quality, some greening
on high edges from plastic folder mainly on P and D - condition and grade is opinion only, examine photos to make your own
decisions - in house shipping available

353

15" Cast Bronze Vecchio Greenman Door Knocker - with green patina, no striker plate, just the knocker {in house shipping available}

354

2 Heisey Water Pitchers - 9" Greek Key and 7" Daisy and Leaf - - in house shipping available

355

Stunning 14k Yellow Gold Hinged Bracelet with 5 Rubies, 4 Diamonds and 4 Demantoid Garnets - est. tw rubies 2.50 ct., est tw
diamonds old mine cut 0.65 ct., est tw demantoid garnets 1.80 ct., 7 1/2" wrist size with safety chain with $7,600 retail appraisal
(11.3 dwt. incl. gemstones) {in house shipping available}

356

Lesney Matchbox Die Cast Vehicles - near mint small singer repair Fort Thames van No.59, Trailer Caravan "Match Box" Series No.23,
others to include pink Ford Zodiac convertible, 2 England Esso and 1 Greyhound turtle back double-decker buses, Lipton doubledecker buses, horse drawn wagon tourist carriage, trucks, car and travel trailer set, Hoveringham large dump truck, oil tanker, front
loader, crane truck tractor and other work vehicles and more {in house shipping available}

357

Collection of Antique, Classic and Author Signed Books - 1990 The Eagle and The Raven First Edition Signed By author James
Michener, library worthy editions of classic favorites including This Proud Heart by Pearl S Buck, O Henry Sixes and Sevens, Little
Orphan Annie and the Gila Monster Gang, Thornton W Burgess Mrs Peter Rabbit and Mother West Wind "Where" Stories, Marie
Sophie Schwarz Gerda, Peter Townsend 1959 first edition Earth - My Friend, Grimm's Fairy Tales, The Wizard of Oz, Alice Grand
Duchess of Hesse1885 popular edition (spine issues), Christopher Morley Spirit Level, DH Lawrence The Rainbow, Voltaire Candide,
New Century Library The Works of Sir Walter Scott Bart. Vol. XII Kenilworth, Pyle Robin Hood, Mark Twain Short Stories, The Arabian
Nights, Fowler Good Night, Sweet Prince - The Life and Times of John Barrymore, Treasure Island Robert Louis Stevenson, The Wizard
of Oz, Jules Verne 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea and Dorthy Parker's Death and Taxes- (in house shipping available)

358

Ruby & Diamond Heart Pendant Gold Necklace - ruby's surrounding diamond center set in 10k gold (0.8 dwt. incl. stones) on 14k gold
24" Italian twist chain (1.7 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

359

11 7/8" USMC KA-BAR Olean NY Fighting Knife - 7" blade with 5 3/4" wood grip, 2 3/8" guard {in house shipping available}

360

9" Zsolnay and Unmarked Nude Porcelain Figurines - man in traditional dress with flute and dog at his feet & white porcelain
reflecting female nude unmarked - in house shipping available

361

Gorgeous 14k Yellow Gold 7 Stone Amethyst & Pearl Hinged Bracelet - 7 well matched oval amethyst stones tw. 15.0 ct. & 16 4.0 mm
white seed pearls set in 7 1/2" hinged bracelet with safety chain (18.1 dwt. incl. stones) with $6,400 retail appraisal {in house
shipping available}

362

WWI 1891 Pattern Manlicher Carcano Bayonet & Scabbard. - 17" long in scabbard, 16" long with handle, stamped on guard 7.5730
with leather scabbard brass stamped GBI {in house shipping available}
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363

Tray Lot Of Collectibles Silver Plate, German Silver. Porcliean Blue & White - including German silver mesh purse, German silver hard
case purse with no interior, 1981 World Wide Mint American Eagle 1 oz .999 Fine Silver Round, Jiffy Crumber # 2779 silver plate, T H
Marthinsen silver plate scissor tongs, sp sugar tongs, 3 blue & white brass cheese knives, 5 MOP handle flateware, Norsk Folkeliv
Haukelgreng spoon, silver plate as is wine stopper, 2 Rogers sp AA sea food forks, 40 nm sugar shovel, rogers sp sugar spoon, Burden
& Co budder knife, Stratford sauce ladle, international sugar spoon, {in house shipping available}

364

Vintage Child's 9k Gold Art Nouveau Design Necklace - delicate Art Nouveau design leaf & vine with drop seed pearl dangle by
Princess Pride Creations - 13.5" long (1.7 dwt. incl. pearl) {in house shipping available}

365

Japanese WWII Bayonet & Scabbard - Rare WWII Original Japanese Type 30 Single Edge Bayonet Kaneshiro Sakuganki Nagoya Star K
mark {in house shipping available}

366

The Franklin Mint Collection of Antique Car Coins Series 3 in Sterling - 25 sterling silver car coins in display album, 1970 - each
medallion is approx .25 oz, total 6.25 troy oz sterling - no book, some condition issue to surface of back side of coin page (in house
shipping available)

367

9 Sterling Silver Rings incl. Vintage - in various sizes - contents only {in house shipping available}

368

Middle Eastern Curved Blade Knife with Silver Inlaid Handle & Scabbard - Panther head design pommel, camel bone mosaic handle &
Damascus steel blade, blade length 6 3/4", overall length 12" {in house shipping available}

369

Tray of Bookends, Bronze, Cloisonné, Ink Stand and More - Pr of 5" bronzed hollowware "Old Ironsides" ship bookends on pink
alabaster bases, 1 1/4" silver plate Victorian napkin ring with chased design squirrel, 2 3/4" oval miniature portrait on celluloid, 3" old
Florida flamingo and ship souvenir flip desk calendar, 9" Asian bronze hook bill double bird fig, 4" silver fleck Murano console bowl5 1
/2 Round Bronze Sheet plaque with high relief cherub central figure, 6" Cloisonne vase with dragon motif, gold plate French ink stand
with center ink bottle, pen holder edge and from with back basket for nibs, Stanley No 32 Boxwood folding ruler (missing caliper end in house shipping available

370

14K Yellow Gold & Palladium Wedding Band - size 7, (5.2 dwt.) in house shipping available

371

1920s Cast Iron Colonial Woman and 2 Flower Basket Doorstop with As is Original Paint - 2 flower baskets (1940s Hubley Small French
Basket #8 , 1920s National Foundries 8 1/2" Flowers in Pot pattern #20), and 1920s LVL Co 10 1/4" Colonial Woman, all with well
loved finishes, as is original paint - in house shipping available

372

Vintage 1960's Leopard Fur & Black Leather Purse w/ Orig. Receipt - brown leather interior - 12.5" tall x 10.5" wide x 3" deep (seldom
used if ever) {LOCAL PICK UP ONLY - WE WILL NOT SHIP THIS PURSE OUT OF STATE}

373

3 1981 New York Silver Collection 3/4 Troy Oz Sterling Silver Coin Rounds - Statue of Liberty, Lincoln Center and Bronx Zoo in clear
display holders, center of reverse features center sunray design made by repetition of the maker, "Chemical Bank" - in house shipping
available

374

44 Pcs of S Kirk & Son "Rose" Sterling Silver Flatware - including 6- sterling handle dinner knives 9", 5-sterling handle butter knives 6 1
/8", 3 flat butter knives 5 3/8", 6 dinner forks 7 3/16", 6- dessert / salad forks 6 1/4", 5 iced tea spoons 7 1/2", 1- serving spoon 8 3
/8", and 1-pickle fork 5 3/4", (weight without sterling handled knives 40.24 troy oz.) {in house shipping available}

375

2 Antique Metal Ware Vases - 7" tall Silvercrest by Smith Metals Arts & Crafts bronze vase #51081 with great patina & 10.5" tall
bublous Asian vase {in house shipping available}

376

5 1868/ Rev 68 Die Variety Shield Nickels - 3 FS-903 and 2 FS-905 - FS-903 with 3 broken letters on Reverse (C and S in cents, first S in
States) and 2 FS-905 with no broken letters -from estate of long time shield and three cent nickel variety enthusiast and collector,
grading notations on cards are his opinion - examine photo for coin details - in house shipping available

377

Pair of 6 1/2"x12" Paden City Blue Chinese Pheasant Figurines - circa 1940s - beautiful shade of light blue, Art Deco style design - in
house shipping available

378

Glass Handle 25" mirrored Dresser Tray with 3 Pairs Crystal Perfumes - cut crystal pair with window cuts, Heisey 1605 pr and fine
raised rib pair with fine gold line accents, one with replaced stopper - in house shipping available

379

PCGS MS66 1950-D and PR66 1953 Silver Washington Quarters - 1950-D is from Omaha Bank Hoard Collection, 1953 has cameo like
appearance - in house shipping available

380

Heisey Emerald Glass EAPG #900 Pineapple and Fan 5 Pc Beverage Set with Gold Wash Accents - 8" water pitcher, three 3 1/4"
tumblers (all in excellent condition including gold) and 3 1/2" tumbler with ground lip and some gold wear {in house shipping
available}

381

Heisey #2323 "Navy" Half Sham Cordals, Cobalt Footed Bar Glasses and More - 5 Navy pattern half shams, 4 1/2" & 4" cobalt footed
bar glasses, 6 1/8" Spanish Iced Tea and 5 blue foot with rib optic crystal dessert bowls - (In house shipping available)

382

4 MS66 PCGS Silver Washington Quarters - 1947-S, 1956, 1958, 1958-D - In house shipping available

383

Heisey Colored Glass - 4 Pcs of Marigold and 13 Moongleam 8 1/2" Coarse Rib Plates - Marigold consists of Twist 10" celery and 8"
plate (minimal marks) and pr low candlesticks (hard to find color made for very short time) - in house shipping available

384

Enamel on Copper Still Life Flower Vase in Double Frame - 7"x5" copper plate in 12 1/2"x10 1/2" frame - in house shipping available

385

7 MS/ Uncirculated Quality Silver Washington Quarters, 1945 to 1961 - 1945 (MS 66 on card), 1945-S (BU on card), 1946-S (MS+++
Awesome Prooflike on card),1957-D (MS 64 on card), 1952-S (MS 66 on card), 1953-D (MS 64 on card), and 1961-D (BU UNC on card)
- these coins have not been professionally graded - from estate collection of detail oriented coin enthusiast, grading notations are his
opinion, examine photos to make your own decisions) - in house shipping available
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386

Katsushika Hokusai Japanese Woodblock Print Taihea Rakuzumi (book edition) - image of Taihei Rakuzumi, from the book "Isuzugawa
kyokaguruma, furyu gojunin isshu (A Wagonload of Comic Poems from the Isuzu River, by Fifty Fashionable Poets)" - book published
in 1802, image 5 5/8" X 8", framed 11 1/8" X 13 3/4". some staining see photo, has not been removed from frame or mounting {in
house shipping available}

387

1925 Oil on Canvas Painting of Mountain and Field Landscape signed Lightner - charming fork in a mountain country road landscape
with impressionist brush strokes, Signed Lightner 25 - 12 1/4"x15 3/4" canvas in 14 1/4"x17 3/4" frame {in house shipping available}

388

Set Of 12 Gorham "Lancaster" Sterling Silver Coffee Spoons - 3 7/8" gold wash bowls, (3.175 troy oz.) {in house shipping available}

389

David Phillip Anderson 1926-1996 Saint Petersburg, Florida 1970 "Untitled" Oil Painting - Oil On Paper, sight 10x101/4" framed and
matted 18 3/4x18 3/4" , signed and dated lower right {in house shipping available} - "A painter is first a painter; after that he is a
propagandist, an apologist, a compulsive neurotic, has or has not a social conscience, but of those or other things he is guilty only
'after the fact'... the fact that first he is a painter..." From this premise, David Anderson painted, reflecting on particular experiences
rather than creating new ones for the viewer. A native Pennsylvanian (Charleroi, PA), born November 26, 1926, the 30-year resident
of the St. Petersburg-Tampa Bay area began his interest in the arts with theater and turned to painting as a more satisfactory means
of communication. Early training and interests in theater contributed heavily to the dramatic quality in his work, as well as studies
and training with Christopher Clark, internationally known portraitist.
His paintings had appeared in "Artists U.S.A." for several years and were shown with the Art in Embassies program under the aegis of
the U.S. Department of State. He was commissioned by the Huguenot Society to execute a muralistic oil, commemorating the landing
of Jean Ribeau and the Huguenots in Florida. The painting was reproduced in the national Methodist magazine Today, and was
presented to the Governor as a gift to the State of Florida. In the annual competition of the Society of Fine Arts, Beaux Arts Gallery,
Anderson was the grand prize winner for many consecutive years. Also, he was selected by the editors of Who's Who in American Art
for inclusion in 1973 and 1975. He was elected as a Fellow in the Royal Society of Arts, in London, England, in 1974. He was the coowner of the Anderson-Marsh Galleries, in St. Petersburg, Florida. Former Exhibits:, Benson Baker Galleries, New York City, Galerie
Fontainebleau, Miami Beach, Artists Cove, North Miami Beach, Portsmouth Art League, Portsmouth, Ohio, Artists Market, Clearwater,
Florida, Harmon Galleries, Naples, Florida, Beaux Arts Gallery, Pinellas Park, Florida, Contemporary Gallery, St. Petersburg, Florida,
Ringling Museum, 9th Annual Exhibit, Sarasota, Florida, Galerie Lucille, St. Petersburg, Florida, Abilene Fine Arts Museum, Abilene,
Texas, Lynn Kottler Galleries, New York City, Champions Fine Art Galleries, Houston, Texas, Museum of Modern Art, Mexico City

390

Oil on Canvas Painting of 2 Fisheman signed V Tormo - elder fisherman relaxing at the shore with their pipes, singed lower right - 20"
x13.5" canvas in 18"x24" frame - in house shipping available

391

3 US Morgan Silver Dollars - 1884, 1921 and 1921-D - In house shipping available

392

David Phillip Anderson 1926-1996 Saint Petersburg, Florida 1980 "Untitled" Watercolor - Water Color On Paper, sight 8 3/4"x11 1/4"
framed and matted 16 1/8"x18 5/8", signed and dated lower right {in house shipping available}- "A painter is first a painter; after that
he is a propagandist, an apologist, a compulsive neurotic, has or has not a social conscience, but of those or other things he is guilty
only 'after the fact'... the fact that first he is a painter..." From this premise, David Anderson painted, reflecting on particular
experiences rather than creating new ones for the viewer. A native Pennsylvanian (Charleroi, PA), born November 26, 1926, the 30year resident of the St. Petersburg-Tampa Bay area began his interest in the arts with theater and turned to painting as a more
satisfactory means of communication. Early training and interests in theater contributed heavily to the dramatic quality in his work,
as well as studies and training with Christopher Clark, internationally known portraitist. His paintings had appeared in "Artists U.S.A."
for several years and were shown with the Art in Embassies program under the aegis of the U.S. Department of State. He was
commissioned by the Huguenot Society to execute a muralistic oil, commemorating the landing of Jean Ribeau and the Huguenots in
Florida. The painting was reproduced in the national Methodist magazine Today, and was presented to the Governor as a gift to the
State of Florida. In the annual competition of the Society of Fine Arts, Beaux Arts Gallery, Anderson was the grand prize winner for
many consecutive years. Also, he was selected by the editors of Who's Who in American Art for inclusion in 1973 and 1975. He was
elected as a Fellow in the Royal Society of Arts, in London, England, in 1974. He was the co-owner of the Anderson-Marsh Galleries, in
St. Petersburg, Florida. Former Exhibits:, Benson Baker Galleries, New York City, Galerie Fontainebleau, Miami Beach, Artists Cove,
North Miami Beach, Portsmouth Art League, Portsmouth, Ohio, Artists Market, Clearwater, Florida, Harmon Galleries, Naples, Florida,
Beaux Arts Gallery, Pinellas Park, Florida, Contemporary Gallery, St. Petersburg, Florida, Ringling Museum, 9th Annual Exhibit,
Sarasota, Florida, Galerie Lucille, St. Petersburg, Florida, Abilene Fine Arts Museum, Abilene, Texas, Lynn Kottler Galleries, New York
City, Champions Fine Art Galleries, Houston, Texas, Museum of Modern Art, Mexico City

393

Pair of Stained Glass Shade Lamps - stained glass with jewels on spelter bases with floral design - 17" tall {in house shipping available}

394

1920 Maine Centennial Commemorative Half Dollar AU+/ UNC - 50,028 original mintage, great coin with lots of luster, some very
minimal wear to very top most points - grading is opinion, examine photos for details - in house shipping available

395

Abstract Welded Steel Sculptor Jerry Meatyard - Meatyard, Jerry, (American, 1929-2016) pencil signed Jerry Meatyard 3-25-93 - 12"
tall x 20" wide (some minor rust spots) {in house shipping available}

396

Wavecrest 7 1/2" Flat Round Dresser Box with Beveled Glass Lid - made by CF Monroe Meriden Conn circa 1899 , embossed puffy
scroll opaline glass base with antiqued green tint, SP mounts with worn gold patina, round beveled glass inset lid - in house shipping
available

397

3 Uncirculated Morgan Silver Dollars - 1879-S, 1881-S & 1902-O - - Beautiful brilliant luster coin from recently opened old estate roll
of silver dollars - clear strike, strong image with soft back luster and very minimal bag marks - worthy of professional MS grading (grade is suggestion - examine photos for your own determination) - in house shipping available

398

Lot Of 2 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 2 - 31 bead strand 6 layer white, black, white, red,
white, green 2 strands {in house shipping available}
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399

16" Marka Mask with Antelope Horns and Metal Accents - fine slender mask with short antelope horns, ornately marked metal
accents and nose guard with red fiber tassel accents, rich aged patina from use - The Marka (also known as Warka) live as traders in
extensive regions south of the Niger River in Burkina Faso/Mali near the northern region of Bambara territory. Although they speak
different languages, they share a number of institutions and are famous for their masks and puppets. Similar to Bambara Ntomo
society masks, Marka masks are often covered with metal sheeting - in house shipping available

400

1924 Huguenot Commemorative Silver Half Dollar - 142,000 original mintage actually struck, Coligny and William the Silent double
portrait obverse, sailing ship reverse "Huguenot- Walloon Tercentenary 1624 1924 Founding of New Netherland" - in house shipping
available

401

2 Pr Heisey Prism Draped Candlestick Sets - 8" pedestal Empress with attached bobeche top and foot single candelabras and pr U
shape New Era 2 light candleholders with rectangular bobeches and icicle prisms - in house shipping available

402

4 Faberware and Cambridge Statuesque Compotes, Etc - 7 1/2" Cambridge cupped rim amber and blue liner compotes, 7 1/2"all
chrome with flared pierced floral top chrome compote and pr all chrome candlesticks - in house shipping available

403

4 Booker T Washington Commemorative Silver Half Dollars - 2 1946 P (2), F and S - BU Full luster, probably MS, worthy of grading examine photos to make your determination - in house shipping available

404

Lot Of 5 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 3 - 24 bead strand, 1 - 23 bead strand & 1 - 22 bead
strand - 4 layer white, red, blue, white {in house shipping available}

405

Arthur Waagen Spelter Statue of Roman Centurion - 23" tall with great detail, complete with sword- {in house shipping available}

406

5 1922 US Silver Peace Dollar VAM Die Varieties - VAM 1A, 2F, 3A, 4 and 8 - VAM-1A - Line in Tara -Horizontal die gouge in rays below
B of Liberty, Doubled Rays and Die cracks from rays to gouge from neck to 1 and splits off between 1 and 9, VAM-2F Hairpin Horizontal die gouge in ray's below E of Liberty, minor shallow vertical die gouge below R of TRUST die crack across neck from WE
threw the T of TRUST, VAM-3A double leg feathers, double clash spikes above eagles right shoulder, VAM-4 doubled motto located
on obverse initials, lower hair and TR or TRUST doubled And VAM-8 doubled tiara located on obverse, doubling of rays at front of
Tiara - in house shipping available

407

17 Pcs Heisey Fandango #1201 EAPG Glassware - two 9" bowls (1 with 8 ruffle rim and straw marks on base), 9" compote, covered
butter, rose bowl, reg and ind size sugar & creamer sets, cruet, 5"x9.5" cake salver and 6 salt cellars - in house shipping available

408

16" Baule/Guro/ Sawa Ivory Coast Red Face Ceremonial Mask with Bird Guardian - natural red pigment face with stylized scarification
adornments and black accents, realistic carved black hair with spirit guardian bird perched on top (appears to be an African black
stork). Some wear to paint, rich patina from use, back panel with places to mount fiber accents - in house shipping available

409

Vintage Native American Sterling Silver Turquoise & Other Stone Inlaid Bracelet - Signed C K, 7" adjustable cuff {in house shipping
available}

410

19th/ early 20th Century Sailor's Valentine in fold out 8 1/2" Octagon Box - Beautiful shell work shadow box display - one side with
heart and floral designs The other with"Ever Thine" amid layered concentric circle shell designs. Given by sailors ro their sweethearts,
originating from Barbados. 17" when open (in house shipping available)

411

Pair of Heisey Edna #141 U-Shape Candleholders - 1933-1936, these hard to find candlesticks are marked Pat Applied For inside, H in
Diamond on base - made to be used with U shaped candles (perfect for those with a tendency to burn the candle from both ends).
Unfortunately, this leads to a lot of heat on the candle holder when they burn low and many an Edna candle holder broke under the
heat, adding to their rarity - in house shipping available

412

1943 Chs Tissot & Fils Swiss Solid 14k Yellow Gold Men's Wrist Watch - working 17 jewel, round, model 781-1 ser # 135xxxxx,
Tissot Lelocle UHG solid 14k, marked 585 yellow gold with Bambi stainless steel flex link bracelet, (used condition with one small link
missing gold color, see photo) not original box {in house shipping available}

413

Lot Of 5 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 3 - 37 bead strands and 2 - 40 bead strands with 5
layer of red, white, & blue - 5 strands total {in house shipping available}

414

3 Pcs. Mid Century Rosenthal Netter Bitossi Italian Pottery - incl. 7 1/2" tall 2 sided planter & 2 covered jars - 10" #253/2 & 8 1/2" 253
/1 (one has small chip on base) {in house shipping available}

415

10 1881/88 RPM Three Cent Nickel Die Error Variety - -from estate of long time shield and three cent nickel variety enthusiast and
collector, variety and grading notations on cards are his educated opinion - examine photo for coin details - in house shipping
available

416

Heisey 5 light Candelabra with 5 bobeches & 50 prisms - complete with #300-5 hemisphere center, top bobeche has longer prisms (a
couple with minor point issues) hemisphere pieces intact - in house shipping available

417

18" Scandinavian Art Glass Ice Sculpture Designed by Bengt Edenfalk for Skruf Crystal, Sweden - faded Skruf label on base of glass,
mounted on wood stand - in house shipping available

418

14k Gold Necklace w/ Jade Bead Pendant & Purple Freshwater Pearl Necklace - 13 mm jade bead with 14k insert on 17" chain (0.3
dwt. only chain) & purple freshwater pearl with 14k gold beads and 14k clasp {in house shipping available}

419

12 Tiffin/Franciscan Rosalie Wheel-Cut Water Goblets - 1952-1966, fine floral and spray cuttting - in houses shipping available

420

4 Pieces of Fenton Rosalene and other Art Glass - 7" Rosaline beaded melon "Charelton Collection 2002" Signature Series vase signed
by Frank and Bill Fenton with hand painted roses, 6.5" tulip vase with hp butterfly and flowers, 10" white opalescent basket with
black crest and hand painted poppies (all with Fenton boxes) and 10.5" iridized Rosaline console / nappy/ bride's bowl with pinched
and pulled ruffle lip (no box) - in house shipping available
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421

3 High Grade Franklin Silver Half Dollars - 1951, 1952 and 1954-D - 1954-D has a PCGS MS 64 FBL sticker with it, but is not slabbed
and there are some very minor nicks to right obverse edge, 1951 graded by former owner as MS 64 FBL, and 1952 is of similar
condition - all come from estate collection of avid collector, researcher and enthusiast with years of experience, but these grades are
his opinion - examine photos for details - in house shipping available

422

Lot Of 3 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 3 - 42 bead strands of 6 layer white, blue, white, red,
white blue {in house shipping available}

423

6 Morgantown Rooster Mixed Color Cocktail Glaases - 4" glasses with rooster stems - 2 blue, pink, amber, amethyst and smoke - in
house shipping available

424

2 Scarce Date Uncirculated Morgan Silver Dollars - 1897 and 1904-O - original mintage of 2,822,000 for 1897 and 3,720,000 for 1904 Beautiful brilliant luster coin from recently opened old estate roll of silver dollars - clear strike, strong image with soft back luster and
very minimal bag marks - worthy of professional MS grading - (grade is suggestion - examine photos for your own determination) - in
house shipping available

425

10 Renwal Retro Futuristic Plastic Speed King Race Cars - Full mix of their colors and painted silver accents, some with different front
numbers (approx 4.5" long) - in house shipping available

426

Lot Of 3 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 3 - 40 bead strands of 5 layer white, red, white, green
& light blue whited yellow light blue outside {in house shipping available}

427

3 US Silver Peace Dollar Die Varieties- 1926 DDR VAM-2, 1926-S VAM 4 Dot and 1934-D VAM 3 DDO Med D - 1926 DDR marked as
VAM-2 with noticeable doubling of olive leaves and leg feathers (also doubling of neck mentioned in VAM-7 and machine doubling on
neck and date as mentioned in Vam-6), 1926-S VAM-4 Dot with extra berry/ dot below olive branch and 1934-D VAM-3 DDO Med D
showing doubled forehead, eyelids, nose, lips, and chin. Motto letters and date digits doubled slightly on right side with WE having
large shifts. Rays in tiara from midway between E and E back are doubled on left side with last three having very distinct separation,
Medium D (card marked Lg) mint mark is filled - from estate collection of long time error and die variety collector, varieties and
conditions are his educated opinion, check out photos to make your own determination - in house shipping available

428

Morgantown Rooster Decanter and 4 Cocktail Glasses - 12" Decanter (inset shaker spout top with rooster stopper), 4" cocktails with
rooster pedestals - in house shipping available

429

7 Iridescent Carnival Glass 5" Swan Bowls - 5" Imperial Cobalt, Light Blue, Pearl and Pink, unmarked 4 1/2" med blue and 2 pink - in
house shipping available

430

3 Better Grade Standing Liberty Quarters - 1917 Type 1, 1924 & 1929-S - 1917 card marked AU/UNC, 1924 XF45+ and 1929-S AU55 from estate of coin enthusiast and researcher, grades are his educated opinion only - examibe photos to make your own decisions - in
house shipping available q

431

6 Art Crystal Paperweights including Licio Zanitelli Murano Whales - 5 1/2"x10" and 4 3/4"x5" whales signed Zanetti L, 4" Apple
Signed Macy's 1984 Studio Arius(?) Sweden, 2" Val St Lambert Iceberg, 2" tall Holmesgaard paperweight astray (slight roughage to
bottom) and 2 1/2" facet cut gem shape - in house shipping available

432

20" Patinated Bronze Boy and Girl Statue after Moreau - Romantic youthful couple with flower garland, red green, gold and brown
patinated finish mounted on black marble base "Moreau Boy and Girl by A. Moreau" - {in house shipping available (heavy!) extra cost
to make box}

433

Collection Vintage Taxco Mexican Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. crushed stone & 2 bangle bracelets, modernist sun, bumble bee, &
modernist shell pins, squiggle, modernist shell design, enamel, Quot Trading beaded, & Sajen lapis pierced earrings & more - contents
only {in house shipping available}

434

Elegant Glass Stemware - Tiffin Persian Pheasant, Heisey Rose, and more - 11 Tiffin Persian Pheasant (water goblet, 5 wines and 5
champagnes) and 4 Mandarin Gold Festoon optic goblets, 3 Heisey Rose goblets and Orchid etch mint bowl, 3 Fostoria Rose water
goblets and 3 footed tumblers and 2 Morgantown Mayfair juice tumblers - in house shipping available

435

3 Fine Art Glass Bowls - burmese, Murano and Quilted Satin - 1-Murano Latticino two handle 3 1/2" x5 1/2" wide vase, 5 1/2"x6 1/2"
wide satin pink Diamond Quilted rose bowl, and Burmese satin 3 footed bowl 5 1/2"x7 1/2" wide - {in house shipping available}

436

L&M Jewelry Creations 14k Yellow Gold & Lapis Lazuli Cufflinks - L&M Jewelry Creations, Inc. was established in 1958, in Lakewood,
New Jersey. Wholesalers that work primarily in gold, producing jewelry and watches with a focus on men's jewelry {in house shipping
available}

437

19.5" Emile Galle Ornately Carved Mountain Scenic Design Cameo Vase - superb artistic cameo carving reveals subtle color variations
in mountain scenic design with lavender and light amber distant mountains, bold sienna/ olive detailed tree lined forefront
connected by reflective lake and stream designs - gourd form with ovate body script signature incorporated into design where trees
meet water - 19.5"tall, 5" rim, 5.5" foot, approx. 9" across at widest -purchased in European tour mid 1920s - in house shipping
available, oversized box

438

Heisey Orchid Etch Console Bowl, Pr 8" Prism Draped & Pr Low Candlesticks - Waverley 12 1/2" console bowl, empress 8" single light
candelabrums with icicle prisms and 3 3/4" Mercury candlesticks - in house shipping available

439

1944 Elgin Gold Filled Model 5 Open Face 15 Jewel Pocket Watch with Chain - working size 14s, 10k gold filled Illinois case, grade 546,
run quantity 9000, total production 122000, pendant wind and set, 3/4 plate, going barrel {in house shipping available}

440

8 Pcs Sterling Silver Serving Utensils - Gorham "Princess Patricia" sugar spoon 5 3/4", S. Kirk & Sons " Repousse" pickle fork 4 1/4",
William B. Durgan "Iris" Butter 7", unknown maker sugar spoon 7", Watson "Olympia" sugar spoon 6", Unknown maker olive pick
spoon 8", H H Curtis "Adolphus" olive spoon 8 3/8", and Simpsom, Hall, Miller & Co. International "Frontenac" cold meat fork 9 3
/4" (7.33 troy oz.) {in house shipping available}
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441

Lot Of 4 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 1 - 46 bead strand & 1 - 51 bead strand 4 layer
polished white, red, black, white, 1 - 42 bead strand & 1 - 33 bead strand 6 layer white, black, white, red, white, black {in house
shipping available}

442

Vintage Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. Steiff cuff bracelet, crown pin with matching screw back earrings, enameled Norway butterfly
pin & hand painted guilloche enameled violet pin, Art Deco crystal pendant (small chip on crystal), Birks engraved locket, & Christian
medal necklaces one with rose enameled back, 3" floral pin, & gold wash child's bangle bracelet - we do our best to ensure no jewelry
is broken or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

443

Ornate Wheel Cut Crystal Compote/ Pedestal Centerpiece Fruit Bowl from the Rockefeller Estate - flared rim and footed base with
etch and cut design. From the Elisabeth Rockefeller Bowler Estate, great granddaughter of Franklin Rockefeller, youngest brother of
JD - 7" tall x 9.5" diameter {in house shipping available}

444

13 Pcs US Glass Shawl Dancer Etch- 4 Waters, 4 Sherbets and 5 Dessert Plates - 7 3/4" goblets and 4 1/8" sherbets with clear etched
bowl, green stem and foot, 7 3/8" clear dessert plates - in house shipping available

445

14k White & Yellow Gold Corvette Signet Ring - size: 8.25 (7.8 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

446

Lot Of 3 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 38 bead strand - 7 layer white, blue, red, white & red
white & blue cane outside WOW, 42 bead strand - 4 layer white, red, white & blue, 77 bead strand - 6 layer White, blue, white, blue,
white & blue {in house shipping available}

447

2 Muano Art Glass Vases - 11 1/2" Tall Maestri Vetrai orange red & gray vase and 11 1/8" tall white cased with blue and yellow
feather overlay, unsigned {in house shipping available}

448

1900 Elgin 14k Gold Filled 7 jewel Hunter Case Pocket Watch With Chain - keystone watch case, J Boss 14k guaranteed 20 years, Elgin
size 0s grade 222, model 1, class 84, run quantity 7000, total production 88000. hunter case, pendant wind and set - working {in
house shipping available}

449

Collection of Sterling Silver Spoons incl. Scandinavian Enameled - incl. 7 pcs. guilloche enamel with gold wash (Hestenes 4" pickle fork,
2 Ela demitasse spoons, David Anderson 4" pickle fork, & 3 soup spoons), set of six .830 silver demitasse spoons with 4 leaf clover
design monogrammed on back LBF, two .830 demitasse spoons, (have had lots of use), 2 Alvin & 1 Birk's demitasse spoons, royalty
spoon, Alvin sugar spoon, salt shovel with turquoise, demitasse spoon, & more (8.9 troy oz. incl. enamel) - contents only {in house
shipping available}

450

Lot Of 3 Strands Vintage & Antique African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 111 bead strand multi color, 56 bead strand
multi color,& 120 bead strand multi color (in house shipping available)

451

14K Yellow Gold ID Bracelet "Mile High Club" - engraved front reads "SMUDGE" and back reads "MILE HIGH CLUB' link bracelet with
locking clasp (4.7 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

452

Pairpoint Wheel Cut Crystal Dresser Box, Jar and 2 Tumblers - {in house shipping available}

453

Tray Lot Of 18 Sterling Silver Collecter Spoons, 1- 830 Sliver & 2-Silver Plate - including - Cedar Rapids by Gorham, Oslo 830 silver,
Cairo, silver plate Towle's Log Cabin, Indian Chief, Winslow Hriz Indian spoon by S in a circle, silver plate "Saloons Must Go Tremble
King Alcohol We Shall Grow Up", hand made Indian spoon, Villisca by Towle, San Angelo Texas by Watson Co., Church Old
Albuquerque by Gorham, Prince Rupert, Yellowstone Nat'l Park by Charles M. Robbins, Philippine Islands by Watson co., Basel flower
spoon, Bright Angel Trail Grand Canyon by Watson Co., 3 hand made Native American, and Norway gold wash with enamel. one
money {in house shipping available} sterling only weight (7.670 troy oz)

454

Tray of Gold Filled & Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. 2 tone sterling rope chain necklace, bracelet, & pierced earrings set in orig. box &
gold wash over sterling amethyst heart pendant necklace, & gold filled (Fleur de lis charm, 3 stick pins, cameo charm & link necklaces,
Wells faux pearl & turquoise pin, & more - we do our best to ensure no jewelry is broken or missing stones but this is no guarantee contents only {in house shipping available}

455

4 Hand Painted and Coralene Bristol and Opaque Glass Vases - 7 1/4" blue opaline with coralene floral decor, 8" pink overlay with
multicolor butterfly and flower enamel, 10 1/2" pink overlay with white enamel flower and bird design and 6" conical milk glass vase
with pink floral and worn gold decor - in house shipping available

456

Lot Of 7 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 3- 42 bead strand, 1 - 80 bead strand, 2 - 39 bead
strand, and 1 - 38 bead strand 6 layer white, blue, white, red, white & blue {in house shipping available}

457

14K Yellow Gold & Amethyst Pair Of Stud Earrings - oval stones {in house shipping available}

458

6 Gorham Sterling Silver Teaspoons - one spoon is dented, 2 monogrammed M (4.6 troy oz.) {in house shipping available]

459

2 African Stone Carvings - 18" sisters in swirling dance form and 12" mother and child of similar form - in house shipping available
with reinforced box

460

Vintage Coral & Turquoise Necklace and Matching Earrings - 3 strand coral bead with 3 hand carved turquoise spacers and hand
carved turquoise clasp set in sterling with matching pair of earrings mounted in gold color screw back findings {in house shipping
available}

461

Sterling Silver Towle Charlemagne Flatware Service for 12 in Presentation Box - 12 each of dinner & salad forks, teaspoons, dinner
knives, & serving spoon (slightly used, no monogram) (70.0 troy oz. accounting for knife handles) {in house shipping available}

462

Pair of Religious Engravings on Silk After Albrecht Durer - "Maria with the Christ Child on the River" 1497 & "The Virgin and Child
Crowned by One Angel" 1520 - engravings attributed to Ernst Geissendorfer of Rothenburg, Germany after the original by Albrecht
Durer - image measures approx 4 3/8" x 2.5" {in house shipping available}
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463

Pair of 14k Gold Diamond & Ruby Pierced Earrings - unmarked gold but guaranteed to be 14k (3.7 dwt. both earrings with stones) {in
house shipping available}

464

Disney Auctions Nightmare Jack Skellington Photo Booth Pin and Art - Pumpkin King Jack Skellington demonstrates his ghostlike
charms and the versatility of his detachable head - even scaring the camera so much that it cracks its lens - on this fiendishly clever
silver-finished pin prototype, which preceded a limited edition of 100 gold-finished pins in a series of candid, photo booth-style
images featuring your favorite Disney characters. Accompanied by an original design sketch signed by artist John Loter, this pin is one
of only four silver finished prototypes developed exclusively by Disney Auctions, Pin is approx 3.5" with hard enamel finish 0 sketch is
on 8 1/2"x11' paper with notations, dated and initialed and Loter - in house shipping available

465

3 Pair Sterling & 830 Sliver Weighted Candle Sticks - 1 pair F B Rogers 9" tall single lite , 1 pair Swedish 830 silver 4 1/2" tall, & 1 pair
most likely Spanish 7 1/4" tall {Aladdin lamp & 5 pointed star hallmark} see photos for designs {in house shipping available}

466

Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. vintage filagree flower necklace & gold wash leaf pin, black onyx with marcastie, bow, & salt
spoon pins, Irish clover, abalone butterfly, & more rings, earrings, charms, & more - we do our best to ensure no jewelry is broken or
missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

467

Lot Of 5 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 2 - 32 bead strands and 3- 31 bead strands 5 layer
white, blue, white, red & red white blue outside {in house shipping available}

468

2 Antique Dunhill Shell Pipes - LB 8 Dunhill Shell Made in England - US Patents 1541418/20 & 1343253/20 and R 21 Dunhill's Shell
Made in England Pat No 1130806/15 & 1341418/204 - in house shipping available

469

Vintage Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. Art Nouveau ring, filagree pin & ring, majorette pin, marcasite & faux pearl ring & earrings,
ballerina charm bracelet, sweater clip, & more contents only {in house shipping available}

470

3 Opalecent Vaseline Glass Shades - 6" globe (some minor fitting edge roughness), two 3"x6" bell form with flared ribbed rims (one
lightly ruffled flared edge, the other pie crust style) - in house shipping available

471

Vintage Red Snake Skin Box Purse by Bass - with leather lining and orig. attached change purse - 9" wide x 6" tall x 3.5" deep (very
good condition for age, 1950's-60's) {in house shipping available}

472

Collection of Sterling Silver Charms & Kaleidoscope Pendant - 3" kaleidoscope pendant on 26" sterling silver chain, cameo set in 10k
gold (unmarked), antique coral horn pendants, sterling silver cross, heart, cherub, & other charms {in house shipping available}

473

11 Pcs Towle "Cascade" Sterling Silver Flatware - Pat 1933 2-soup / bullion spoons 6 3/8", 3 - teaspoons 6 3/4", 2 - cheese spoons 6 1
/2", dessert / salad fork 6 3/8", flat butter knife 6 7/8", sauce ladle 6 5/8", & pickle fork 5 1/2". {in house shipping available} (10.195
troy oz. total)

474

Lot Of 5 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 3 - 36 bead strand 4 layer white, red, white, blue, 2 28 bead strand 4 layer polished white, red, white, blue {in house shipping available}

475

Tray Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. multiple link bracelets in many styles, pendant necklaces incl. Marvel 12k gold filled heart with
diamond chip, & pierced earrings - contents only {in house shipping available}

476

7 Oneida "Virginian" Sterling Silver Serving Utencils - 3-pickle / seafood fork 5 1/4", 2-coffee spoons 4 1/16", sterling handle
asparagus / pastry server, 9 1/8", and sterling handle punch ladle 13 7/8"
{in house shipping available}

477

Lot Of 2 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 2 - 42 bead strand 4 layer white, red, white,blue
brown red outside 2 strands {in house shipping available}

478

Barry Brinker 950 Fine Silver Necklace With Millefiori & Turquoise Beads - 14" Long {in house shipping available}

479

Oneida "Afterglow" Sterling Silver Flatware - 12- teaspoons 6", 6-iced tea spoons 7 1/2", 11-dinner knives 8 3/4" (weight without
knives 18.14 troy oz.) {in house shipping available}

480

13" Baule Hand Carved African Dan Ancestor Ceremonial Mask - A beautiful Yaure portrait mask finely carved with stylized har style.
Textured hair, oval chin and stoic expression are the marks of the well known Baule style. The portrait masks are said to portrait an
honored person of the village or a personal ancestor who is celebrated during the Mbolo ceremonial dance, an aesthetic
performance in which the beautifully carved mask would be worn with multicolored costume and dance with great honor by the
person it represents or a relative - holes to back rim of mask to affix to elaborate costume, great form and old worn patina - in house
shipping available

481

Mid Century Modern Large Amethyst Stone 18K Yellow Gold Ring - European mark 750 for 18K, makers mark (S) inside a hexagon,
size: 9, (12.6 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

482

24" Solid Wood Carved African Village Scene Stool - carved from a single solid log, exterior has relief of entire village figure scene,
ending in 12" rounded flat top, interior partiallu hollowed - stool/ pedestal/ art sculpture (repair to edge of top, filled drying crack to
back of pedestal - in house shipping available

483

4 Pcs Gorham "Townsend" Flatware - sterling handle pie server 11", and 3 sterling handled dinner knives 9" {in house shipping
available}

484

Men's Vintage 14k Onyx & Diamond Gold Ring - row of 3 black onyx sandwiched between channel set diamonds - size: 9.5 (4.0 dwt.)
{in house shipping available}

485

14 Pcs Whiting Mfg Co. "Louis XV" Flatware - 12 seafood / pickle forks "U" monogram - 5 1/2", 1-teaspoon Margaret monogram 5 1
/4", and 1-olive / pickle fork no monogram 8 7/8" {in house shipping available} (7.55 troy oz.)

486

3 Display Cases of Arrowheads, Spear and Bird Points, Obsidian Collection and More - Two 12"×15" cases finely knapped spear points
and arrowheads, obsidian set of blades, arrow head and bird points, and 8"×10" case bird points including notched sides - in house
shipping available
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487

14k Gold Mercedes Benz Logo Screw Back Earrings & Pendant With Blue Stone - (total weight 4.8 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

488

Tim Burton Collectibles with Jack Skellington Pin, Trading Cards and Corpse Bride Signed Photos - Disney Auctions limited release
round collectors pin of Jack Skellington holding his head and10 Nightmare Before Christmas trade cards with actual film reel cuts
attached, Corpse Bride 8X10 four pose photo of Victor, Victoria and Emily initialed by Tim Burton, Victor with Emily in background
signed by Johnny Depp, and Victor playing piano with Emily signed by Johnny Depp and Helen Bonham-Carter and Sound Track CD art
signed by Danny Elfman - From Estate of hard core fan, signatures appear correct, but No COAs, Sold As Is (in house shipping
available)

489

70 Sterling Silver Rings incl. Toe Rings - 50 rings & 20 open toe rings - contents only, case not included {in house shipping available}

490

12 Standing Liberty Quarters Including Key and Scarce Dates - 3 1917 Type 1, 1919 Type 2, 4 1927-D (976,000 mintage),2 1927-S
(396.000 mintage), better grade 1927, 1923, and 1920 - (in house shipping available)

491

Lot Of 3 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 81 bead strand 6 layer white, taupe, white, red, white,
taupe, 59 bead strand and, 50 bead strand 4 layer white, red, white, taupe (in house shipping available)

491A

2 Signed Stuido Art Glass Vases - made in Murano Italy signed "Glass Studio Murano" 14" tall with shades of blue, (one small flake)
see photo & signed Orange and yellow swirl bowl vase 7 3/4" tall, see photo for signature {in house shipping available}

492

Authentic Vintage Gucci Locking with Key Canvas & Leather Attache with COA - with zipper closure & open center, 10" tall x 15" wide
(very good condition with some scratches on hardware) {in house shipping available}

493

Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. heart, locket, gemstone, & heart charm pendant necklaces, amethyst & marcasite & many other
earrings - we do our best to ensure no jewelry is broken or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping
available}

494

Pair Of Cast Iron Dragons Holding The Pearl Of Wisdom - 6" tall x 6 1/4" wide {in house shipping available}

495

Ito Nisaburo Japanese Woodblock Print of Cascading Chrysanthemum Bonsai - Uchida water mark in base of margin, full print
signature and kanji edge marks, hinge mounted in sleeve on full original 17.5"x12" paper with print notch bottom right, circa 1950s {}
in house shipping available}

496

8 Franklin Proof Silver Half Dollars - 2 1957, 4 1958, 1959 and 1962 - worthy of professional grading! - (in house shipping available)

497

Lot Of 3 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - Three 41 bead strands with 5 layer white, black, white,
red, white (in house shipping available)

498

13 Sterling Silver Flatware Spoons And Silver Plate Tiffany & Co. "Whittier" Coffee Spoons - 7-Towle "Chippendale" 6 1/8 " teaspoons
& 6- A F Towle & Sons "Provence" teaspoons 5 3/8" (8.22 troy oz.) plus 4 Silver Plate Tiffany & Co. "Whittier" Coffee Spoons {in house
shipping available}

499

Antique 1800s Victorian Mourning Jewelry Braided Woven Hair Choker Necklace - 14 1/4" long with chain and clasp, clasp marked
14K, I believe the mounts on the ends and in the middle of the Human Hair Weave are gold filled, hanging from the center mount is a
tooth or very small tusk. (was possibly a watch fob and chain made into a choker) {in house shipping available}

500

Copper Clad Over Chalk "Bagnante" By Bianchi Tito -Cecina - with bronze finish - 10" tall {in house shipping available}

501

Seth Thomas Brass & Crystal Regulator Mantle Clock - Seth Thomas model 48N movement, beveled glass 4 sides, hand painted
porcelain face with flower wreath and Arabic numerals, brass needs cleaning, glass great condition, porcelain face has 2 small
hairline cracks - working {in house shipping available oversize box}

502

18 UNC, Proof Like and High AU Silver Washington Quarters, 1932-192 - 2 1932, 1934, 1934-D, 1939-D, 2 1953-D, 1954-S, 1955, 1956,
1956-D, 1957-D, 3 1959-D, 1960, 1961, and 1962-D - check photos for close-ups of each coin - in house shipping available

503

6 Pieces Of Blue Mid Century Modern Glass Table Wares - 12" ruffled edge bowl, 2- teal blue vases 5 3/8" & 8 1/2", 8 3/4" diamond
optic decanter, 13 1/4" flared vase, & 7 3/4" tumbler vase {in house shipping available}

504

7 Vintage Necklaces Incl. Designers Les Bernard & Yves St. Laurent - 2 Les Bernard (cream and gold & black and gold enameled collar),
retired Yves St. Laurent wood and cream lucite, large gold tone chain beaded with green lucite, & 2 gold tone {in house shipping
available}

505

14 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. vintage citrine with marcasite size 5.5, garnet, black onyx, & amethyst with marcasite, freshwater pearl,
pill box, & more - contents only {in house shipping available}

506

Lot Of 10 Far Side Gary Larson Mugs By OZ - 1980s-90s 8 with boxes 2 without (some staining on boxes) In house shipping available

507

Corpse Bride Victor, Emily and Victoria Y-230, 231 and 233 Figures in Original Boxes - Jun Planning remarkable recreations of Tim
Burton's stop-action animation masterpiece with fine cloth costumes, these first run figures are highly sought after - varied sizes
proportional to actual characters in 19" boxes. All 3 "Collection Doll" figures are in perfect condition with all items, secured in original
boxes. This set was released with "Forum ipsum" font text description layout on back before actual description was type set. All in
original boxes, but boxes have been partly crushed - see photos for details

508

1991-S and 1993-P 1 oz .999 Silver Eagle Bullion Coin in Display Cases and Boxes - Some very minor toning to edge of 1991, cases and
boxes in great condition (in house shipping available)
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509

Bob Mackie Mattel Fantasy Goddess of Africa 22044 Barbie in Oiginal Box - Second in Series of International Beauty Collection - 11 1
/2" Doll, fashion, headdress, cuffs, shoes, doll sand, reproduction of original signed fashion illustration, booklet and COA - in house
shipping available

510

Lot Of 4 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 54 bead strand & 49 bead strand - 4 layer white, black,
white, green, 35 bead strand - 5 layer white, red, white, light blue, white, 39 bead strand - 4 layer white, green, white, red {in house
shipping available}

511

8 Proof Franklin Silver Half Dollars - 1957, 1959, 1960, 1961, 2 1962 and 2 1963 worthy of professional grading! - (in house shipping
available)

512

Pair of European Revival Ornate Electrified Brass Urns - with cabochon jewels, dragons feet, north wind handles, & cherub porcelain
medallions with cut glass shades and in line switches - 22" tall {in house shipping available}

513

Antique Leon Laurent (1840-1909) Polariscope - (first picture is stock photo) - Nephew of Henri Soleil , he succeeded him in 1872
asthe head of the Maison de Instrumentation Optique Soleil, adding to the company through two flagship products: the polarimeter
and the saccharimeter . while working for Gustave Froment in 1865 he was awarded bronze medal "Societe d' Encouragement" and
a second medal at the Paris exhibition of 1867, {in house shipping available}

514

3 US Commemorative Silver Dollars - 2 1987-S and 1994-S - 2 1987-S Constitution 200th Anniversary and 1994-S U.S. Capitol
Bicentennial 90% silver dollars, in display sets with certificates and outer sleeves (in house shipping available)

515

Lot Of Vintage Western Electric Telphones & 1 American Bell Telle Co. Brass Candle StickTelephone - 1 American Bell Telephone
Company #329 brass candle stick telephone, 2 - western electric oak box crank ringers with desk style no dial phones, and 2- western
electric desk style dial phones {in house shipping available}

516

Pablo Picasso Musee National D'Art Moderne "Les Cubisme 1907-1914 Poster - After Pablo Picasso (Spanish, 1881-1973). "Le
Cubisme: 1907-1914." 1953. Offset lithograph exhibition poster. Published for Musee National d'Art Moderne on Avenue du
President Wilson, Paris for an exhibit dated January 31-April 9, 1953. Print reproduction of the artist's masterwork "Les Demoiselles
D'Avignon." Unframed. 30" X 20" some toning on verso and slight crease in paper top center (see Photo) {in house shipping available}

517

Invicta Unisex Bolt Quartz Watch with Stainless-Steel Strap, Two Tone, 26 (Model: 25518) Chronograph - Working, extra links, Gold
metal sunray dial with gold hands and hour markers, chronograph with 24h, 60s, and 60, sub dials, two tone gold and steel stainless
steel band and push crown, 52mm stainless steel case with flame fusion crystal, Quartz Movement, Case Diameter: 52mm, Water
resistant to 100m (330ft): in general, suitable for swimming and snorkeling, but not diving. With Yellow water tight case. no papers
{in house shipping available}

518

Lot of Mid Century Jewelry incl. Signed - incl. Laguna & other crystal necklaces, Lisa Jewels rhinestone necklace with matching clip on
earrings in orig. box, lucite confetti shell hinged bracelet with matching clip earrings, mink bow tie sweater clip with matching clip
earrings, enameled hand painted cigarette case, dress & fur clips incl. bakelite, Christopher Radko toy soldier pin, Har earrings &
much more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is no broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house
shipping available}

519

Bob Mackie Goddess of the Sun 1995 Barbie Doll Complete - box has some bumps, never taken out, photo shows how she would look
unpacked - Get the super shining Bob Mackie Goddess of the Sun doll that resembles the gleaming sun. This stunning Barbie doll is
wearing a gown which is adorned with nearly 11,000 hand-sewn sequins and beads. The sparkling bodice and skirt accentuates this
slim and dazzling goddess doll. The Bob Mackie Goddess of the Sun doll gets her grand look through her golden luminous collar with
sparkling sun rays like design. This Barbie doll looks splendid as her hair shimmers like golden flax. The majestic headpiece of this
dazzling goddess doll is accentuated with rhinestones. The miniature sun shaped earrings of the Bob Mackie Goddess of the Sun doll
brighten her mysterious smile. {in house shipping available}

520

13 Barber Silver Quarters Including Scarce Dates - 1894-S (2,648,821 original mintage), 1898-O (1,868,000), 2 1899-S, (708,000) 1899O (2,644,000), 1903-O (3,500,000), 1906-D (2,056,000) and 6 1911-S (988,000) - (in house shipping available)

521

Poster "Love Your Children Yea, Stimulate No Strife Babes One Not To You Only To Truth And Life" - 26" X 20" unframed, Artist
Vincenzo, copyright 1967 Val Productions, nc. P. O. Box 7843, Atlanta GA, 30309, Lithographed by Graphic Impressions, each corner
has a thumb tac hole, some toning, 1 5/8" tear top center & 5" crease top center right (see photos) {in house shipping available}

522

Authentic Vintage Fendi Leather Crossbody Bag with COA - 3 interior compartments 7.5" tall x 6" wide x 3" deep with 21" removable
chain with wood disc design (pictured 1/2" square dark spot on front, otherwise in great condition) {in house shipping available}

523

3 US Commemorative Silver Dollars - 2 1987-S and 1994-S - 2 1987-S Constitution 200th Anniversary and 1994-S U.S. Capitol
Bicentennial 90% silver dollars, in display sets with certificates and outer sleeves (in house shipping available)

524

Lot Of 5 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 4- 41 bead strands and 1- 40 bead strand - 6 layer
white, blue, white, orange, white & orange {in house shipping available}

525

19th/ Early 20th Century Bamum Helmet Mask Cameroon - from the Grassland tribes of Cameroon, mask were important images of
power, status and society - 17 1/2" tall, helmet face form with bulging eyes, ovate mouth with showing teeth, naturalistic nose and
small ears located back topped in geometric 2 layer coiffure - old natural wood patina and worn kaolin finish, carved from single
trunk (age crack to back of carving) - in house shipping only

526

14 US San Francisco Mint Proof Sets - 1987-1994 - 2 1987, 2 1988, 3 1989, 3 1991, 2 1992 and 2 1993, all sealed in plastic protective
display cases with original exterior folder boxes (in house shipping available)

527

4 Tignanello Slightly Used Leather Handbags - pale & royal blue, red, & canvas Initial with leather (all slightly used but in very good
condition) {in house shipping available}

528

8 Vintage Necklaces Incl. Signed Valentino & Swoboda - Valentino gold tone and orange lucite, Swoboda snake with jade collar, twist
Marzia with orig. tags, signed panther rhinestone clasp with multi-strand semi-precious beads (illegible signature, missing a couple of
rhinestones), red lucite & gold beaded, yellow wood, & 2 Monet (copper tone & black with gold tone) - {in house shipping available}

529

3 Piece Suite of Spiral Shell Cabochons Set in Sterling Silver - incl. pendant necklace on 24" chain, 8" bracelet with toggle closure, &
pierced dangle earrings, all marked 925 {in house shipping available}
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530

Vintage Jacquard Bedspread with Persian Theme - center medallion, camels, palm trees, & Sheppard & wife - size: 100" long x 84"
wide incl. fringe, fringe is 7" long (good condition with some small spots, no holes but remember this is a vintage textile) {in house
shipping available}

531

Bob Mackie Queen of Hearts 12046 Barbie Doll in Original Box - with original shipping box - 1994 Queen of Hearts 7th in Series of
Exclusive Barbie Dolls Designed by Bob Mackie with 14.5"×9.5" litho of original Bob Mackie design, card booklet, hand beaded gown,
etc - in house shipping available

532

Java, Indonesia 19th Century 6 7/8" Kris Dagger with Carved Ivory Handle, Silver Hilt & Wavy Blade - 2 1/8" finely carved ivory Kris
handle, carved wood sheath" 6" dagger with distinctive blade-patterning achieved through alternating laminations of iron and
nickelous iron {in house shipping available to legal states}

533

Antique Hand Carved African Art Stool with Zigzag Accents - 10" tall and carved from single piece of wood, central pillar carved with
open center slits, zig zag column designs and solid oval foot - in house shipping available

534

Empoli Italian Opalescent Optic Vase - 10.5" tall x 8" diameter (no cracks or chips) {in house shipping available}

535

Antique Sterling Silver Vinaigrette / Pomander on Sterling Link Chain - with knight design 2" on 30" chain (1.98 troy oz.) {in house
shipping available}

536

Baule Ebonized Mask with Two Birds perched on top - 16" - Rare extremely fine carved mask with double birds perched on top - Baule
are one of the Akan peoples who moved west to the Ivory Coast more than 200 years ago and adopted the masking traditions from
their neighbors the Guro, Senufo and Yaure peoples. this mask is probably from the Goli ceremony and is either a
Kpan (elaborate coiffures and refined carvings representing the senior female in the Goli ceremonies) or a Ndoma (an idealized
portrait mask used at the close of ceremonies)

537

Giant Clam Shell - 30" long x 17" wide - real shell of Tridacna Gigas - giant clams are very large bivalves and are native to the Indian
and Pacific Oceans - (some chipping) {in house shipping available}

538

Vintage Navajo Sterling Claw Pendant Necklace by Elaine Smith - 3" pendant with turquoise & coral on 20" sterling rope chain {in
house shipping only}

539

Lot Of 4 Strands Vintage African / Venetian Multi Layer Chevron Trade Beads - 51 bead strand 5 layer white, black, yellow, white &
green red yellow black outside, 77 bead strand 6 layer white, red, white, red, white & red outside, 40 bead strand 5 layer white,
orange, yellow, white & black blue orange outside, 29 bead strand 4 layer white, red, white & orange blue outside orange {in house
shipping available}

540

5 Phoenix Glass Co. Embossed 4 Panel Shades with Spiral Etching Accents - 1 with large rim fitter chip, "Phoenix G Co" embossed
below fitter flange - (In house shipping available)

541

Sterling Silver Modernist Tiger Eye Ring Signed OPUS - great modern design with 18mm x 13mm tiger eye cabochon - size: 10 {in
house shipping available}

542

31" African Ethnic Arts Carving of Seated Man Dressed in Burlap - naturalistic form seated with elbows on knees dressed in burlap
poncho shirt with cowrie shells and loin wrap - in house shipping available, large oversized box build

543

Ceramic Floor Cane Holder With 9 Wood Canes - one with sterling silver mounts, 1-brass horse head, 2 with burl wood knobs, 1-faux
antler italy, and more {house shipping available for canes only, not including the vase}

544

Vintage Native American Sterling Silver & Turquoise Concha Belt - 36" Long, each concha measures 1 1/4" x1" (2.045 troy oz.) {in
house shipping available}

545

2 Punu Okuyi Galen Hand Carved and Painted Masks - The Punu and Lumbo of the Gabonese Republic are matrilineal cultures. The
female ancestors are venerated and the "first" female ancestor ("mukaukila") is honored through these Okuyi "white masks" of the
mwiri male initiation society. Embodying the spirit of a deceased young maiden in the spirit realm, these masks are believed to
harness the powers of female ancestors. They are worn and danced in communal rites such as funerals, youth initiations, and births.
Okuyi masks are also worn by stilt performers (up to three meters high) from the mwiri society during ritual ceremonies to request
spiritual intervention in the hunt for malicious sorcerers and witches. The masks capture the likeness of the most beautiful woman in
the village. They are white face, have high ample hairstyles with full carved black braids, diamond scarification on forehead and
temples of "natural" dimension face with ample crested headdress, also called in different regions ocuya, ukuyi, mokoi, ikwara,
okokwe, mukudj, mukuyi and mbwanda - both show natural wear from use, minor worm wood and white kaolin loss to face -12"
mask is complete with slightly worn kaolin white finish,small chip near right eye, 8" his painted with a light tan color possibly som
minor wood worm to hair, both have hanger attached to back with old hook marks as well - in house shipping available

546

2 Original Peanuts Animation Cel Art of Lucy - 9"×10" sight with "ASIFA Authentic Animation Cel" Seal from the International Society
of Animated Films in lower right corner, 9.5"×8.35" appears to be from same sequence, mounted in as is mats on blank white ground
- in house shipping available

547

Vintage 12K Gold Filled & Sterling Silver Square Knot Bracelet - alternating 12k gold filled and sterling links - 7" long (0.670 troy oz.)
{in house shipping available}

548

Vintage Native American Sterling Silver & Turquoise Ring - size 8 {in house shipping available}

549

14K Yellow Gold Emerald & Diamond Ring - size: 11 1/2 (total weight 1.5 dwt.) {In house shipping available}

550

Art Deco Chalet 14k White Gold Diamond & Sapphire Ladies Wrist Watch - with 14k white gold 6" bracelet (weighs 11.6 dwt. without
movement) Avia / Greygor watch co., movement 17 jewel - working {In house shipping available}
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551

14K Yellow Gold Charm Bracelet With 18 Charms - charms- Viking ship, rooster, Panama, Hawaii pineapple, bird effigy, Japan,
sombrero, bull fighter, thunder bird totem, Jamaica, Japan, gondola boat, London double decker bus, Parthenon, Nassau, horseshoe,
and a golden Beet on a dbl link chain bracelet (total weight 47.4 dwt) {in house shipping available}

552

US Mint Silver White House Dollar and Columbus - US Mint Commemorative proof 1992-P Columbus Quincentenary 90% silver dollar
and 1992-S clad half dollar set, and 1992 -W The White House 200th Anniversary 90% silver dollar, in display cases with certificates
and outer boxes and sleeves (in house shipping available)

553

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Flight" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 24" X 30" signed on
verso -Phillis was a Sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a
life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC postWWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

554

Lot of 50 Ladies Wrist Watches - including Seiko mg552 sais, Eurotech diamond, 2-Bjoux terner new old stock, Pulsar v811-2600,
Avon, Persona, BT BA-07, Sophe Pusar, v811-x055, annibel, Gruen Embassy,nlss04, Fossil es-8924, sr626sw japan, Gitano g7437,
Armitron now 75/199b-9g 775960, Citizen 5n1196, fk oo2a china, Terner k-3503, Kennith Cole date KC1480, BT m2026, Disney
tnk262, Terner, Avenue 90722, 2-Virgin Islands 1848, Timex cr 1216, Seiko, Cardini, and many more sold as is with no guarantee {in
house shipping available}

555

Case of 10 Harmonica's Incl. Hohner & Lee Oskar - 4 Lee Oskar, 5 Hohner, & 1 Kay in carrying case (see photos for condition) {in house
shipping available}

556

1967 Vanguard Studios Oil on Canvas Retro Vintage Still Life of Flowers signed Stuart - great retro vintage aesthetic - 10"×16"
masonite in retro raised goldtone 33"×29" frame {in house shipping available}

557

Case Lot of Fashion Jewelry Many with Tags - incl. Robert Rose, La Vie Parisienne, Kaari Meng Designs, Austrian crystal, watches, pins,
bracelets, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is no broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in
house shipping available}

558

76 Annual Masonic Bonnie Blink Tokens 1928-2015 (complete-2004) with booklet by Taylor - 1928-2015 excluding years not held,
missing 2005, 2007, 2009 and 2011 - come with Bonnie Blink Corn Husking Pennies booklet by A. Vernon Taylor with descriptions of
imagery on each years token plus estimated mintages (estimated, from 1000 to 8000 depending on year) - in house shipping available

559

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas Diptych 2005 "Creations Hope" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman
diptych 2 panels 30" X 22" signed on verso. -Phillis was a Sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish,
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped
by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability
from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall,
Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her
mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human
and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the
art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art,
she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with
a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

560

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Elizabeth Taylor earrings, Kirks Folly rhinestone trinket box, Swarovski crystal necklace & bracelet
set, Honora cultured pearl necklace, Nolan Miller earrings in orig. box, rhinestone necklaces, body jewelry, & more - we do our best
to ensure the jewelry is not broken or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

561

Lot of Collectible Zippo, American Elgin and Other Lighters - Boxed Zippo Jack Daniels lighter, flints and lighter fluid tin set, "50 Golden
Jubilee 1964 Hundred Club" AM in Star flip top table lighter, American Elgin lighter/ cigarette case with Deco deer in original
presentation box (as is finish), and Brown adn Bigelow Fairchild Hiller lighter in plastic case - in house shipping available

562

Water Color On Paper "Village Scene" Unknown Artist - illegible signature, (see Photo) 11"x14 7/8" sight, framed 15 1/4"x19" {in
house shipping available}

563

Full Case of Fashion Jewelry - incl. statement, shell, & beaded necklaces, belt, bracelets, Bulova watch, earrings, & more - we do our
best to ensure the jewelry is no broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

564

Abstract Welded Steel Block Sculpture by Jerry Meatyard - Meatyard, Jerry, (American, 1929-2016) - 12" tall x 20" wide (some minor
rust spots) {in house shipping available}
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565

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 Bird Faces" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 24" X 30" signed
monogram on front bottom left -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling,
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art,
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger,
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

566

Case Lot of Fashion Jewelry - incl. Coro, Jasper, Zevar, sterling silver Jezlaine pin, statement necklaces, watches, crystal, Christmas
pins, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is no broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house
shipping available}

567

Knife Collection Incl. Belt Buckles - incl. Chipaway cutlery one of 500 in display box, fishing knives with sheaths, 2 Bucks (#102
& 105 pathfinder) in leather sheaths, German fish saver, pocket knives incl. Case, belt buckles, military whistle, & more (see photos
for condition) {in house shipping available}

568

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas Diptych 2005 "Danse Macabre" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman
diptych 2 panels 30" X 24" signed monogram right panel front bottom right and both panels on verso. -Phillis was a Sophisticated
outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .
Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism
and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully
shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew
profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic
influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators
Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography
of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her
disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional
materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth
preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness,
she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-ofconsciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an
outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

569

Full Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. statement, rhinestone, enamel, & beaded necklaces, Zacsasha, watches, belt, bracelets,
earrings, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is no broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in
house shipping available}

570

1970 Peter Max Poster Book Complete - Second Edition before Publishing, all posters in good bold sate, cover somewhat dirty,
slightly bent - in house shipping available

571

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas Diptych 2005 "Tee Totals" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman diptych 2
panels 30" X 24" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling,
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art,
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger,
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

572

Kenner Sky Rail Girder and Panel Building Set No 18 Circa 1963 - Complete, 753 pieces in original box - great vintage futuristic city
idea, with 2 battery operated sky cars with separate controls, booklet and more - in house shipping available

573

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Premier Design necklaces, art glass & shell necklaces, watches, rhinestone, bracelets, ring, & more
- we do our best to ensure all jewelry is not broken or missing stones but there is no guarantee {in house shipping available}
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574

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2006 "Clarinet Sound" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30"
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

575

Lot Of 21 Used Unisex Wrist Watches - including 2 sterling silver 925 Ecclissi 1- 232 and 1- sr626sw, Citizen date 6000-k04069 ckk,
Timex indiglo , Joan Rivers Classics, Focus 5022, Neiman Marcus date , Jules Jurgensen 3134, Boca Classics, Fossil Blue Am3352,
Gruen gr8059, Zeemex , Relic date zr77045, Style & Co. sc1154, Rumours 30122, Neman Marcus NM Sport, Timex expedition, Timex
cr 1216, La Marque with box 0968 gem stone scarab bracelet, Signature Adrienne Club A with box and Fossil bw6705. sold as is
with no guarantee. {in house shipping available}

576

Case of Fashion Jewelry Some New with Tags - incl. Robert Rose, La Vie Parisienne, Alex & Ani, Swarovski, 1928, sterling silver pin,
charms, pegasus necklace, & ring, art glass crucifix, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is no broken or missing pieces but
this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

577

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2006 " Cherry Abstr." - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed
on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals
a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC postWWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

578

Flat of California Raisins Collectibles - curtains, beach towel, kitchen towel and potholder set, 3 carry bags, 2 napkins, 4 belts, 3
suspenders and child's slippers - in house shipping available

579

Case Lot Full of Costume Jewelry - incl. statement, rhinestone, enamel, & beaded necklaces, Zacsasha, bracelets, earrings, & more we do our best to ensure the jewelry is no broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping
available}

580

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2008 "Shrubsole" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on
front bottom left -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating
- reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of
NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

581

Women's Lot of Purses, Trinket Boxes, & More - incl. vintage patent leather purse by Theodor of California, velvet & beaded
crossbody bags, wallets, change purses, trinket boxes (stained glass, carved soap stone, Fenton glass, etc.), Zevar & Jules necklaces,
plus more {in house shipping available}

582

Case Lot of Great Costume Jewelry incl. Signed - incl. Lilly Pulitzer cuff bracelet, Kenneth Cole & Lucky Brand bracelets, Laguna crystal
necklace, 8 Alex & Ani bracelets with charms, Cristallo art glass beaded necklace with matching bracelet new with tags, Nadri bow
pin, Carolee enameled dalmatian pin, carved shell cameo pin & charm, vintage Christmas pins, & lots rhinestone pin / hair / sweater
clips & barrettes, vintage cufflinks, 4" rhinestone spider pin, & much more - we do our best to ensure that no jewelry is broken or
missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}
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583

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Calm Hidden Face" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30"
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

584

Nintendo GameCube w/ Controllers - 2 controllers incl. wavebird wireless (untested, as is) {in house shipping available}

585

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry & Accessories - incl. Coach carry-all, vintage Sovereign watch cufflinks (as is), shell necklaces, black
velvet purse, leather bracelets, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is not broken or missing stones but this is no guarantee
- contents only {in house shipping available}

586

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2008 "Pianist Profile" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed
monogram front left bottom -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art,
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger,
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

587

Lot Of Antique Gun Stocks - including Model m1903/m1903A3 plastic stock, Winchester M 12 butt & grip, and many more {in house
shipping only}

588

Vintage Continental Scale Works, Chicago Iron Health Scale - 300 lbs. capacity with height ruler, made in USA serial # 152573 - (newly
painted yellow) {Local pick up only}

589

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005-06 "Mixed Feelings" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30"
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

590

Electric Guitar with Epiphone Amplifier - Studio Acoustic 150 amplifier with electric guitar (working) {in house shipping available}

591

Pair Of Gilt Composite Parrot On A Palm Tree Table Lamps - 35" tall Antique White Lamp With Gold Gilt Parrots {local pick up or buyer
arranges third party shipping}
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592

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2006 "Moon Shadow" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30"
signed monogram front right bottom -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish,
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped
by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability
from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall,
Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her
mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human
and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the
art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art,
she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with
a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

593

Bonanza Memorabilia Glasses, Mugs, Plate and Art - Bart Donald 05 watercolor of a very young Michael Landon as "Little Joe"
Cartwright, vintage character picture glasses (4 French 5 1/4" tumblers and 1 6 1/4" wine and 3 - 5 1/2" & 1 - 4 3/4" English), 5 mugs,
2 The Ponderosa map low tumblers, 2 Ponderosa Lodge lake Tahoe shots and photo plate and tny toy gun - in house shipping
available

594

Brass Mongolian Cook Pot, Brazier, Birds and Windchime - 9"x11.5" Mongolian cook pot with center cone to put hot coals in, exterior
embossed with celestial beings on bird mythological design, 8"x12" brazier raised on 3 fluted legs on wid lipped bowl body with base
window to adjust air flow or clean out ash and 3 different insets - concave with open rib base, 9" and 10.5" pierced warming plates
with center opening (can be used separate or together) 7" Heron and Duck Figures, Wind Chimes with endless knot design medallion
and small brass easel - in house shipping available

595

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Saddle Flower" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed
on front bottom left and signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish,
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped
by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability
from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall,
Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her
mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human
and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the
art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art,
she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with
a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

596

Annette Himstedt 25" Tenth Anniversary Collection 1995 Takumi Doll 13640 - Native American child doll with hand painted
expressive features, comes wrapped in original box with outer shipping box {in house shipping available]

597

2 Kachinas in Glass & Mirror Displays - Eagle Dancer signed P.Y. & Mud Man signed R. Benally - both in lift top glass cases 8" & 12" tall
(both in great condition) {in house shipping available, due to glass cases will require a large box}

598

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Oblique Face" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed
on front bottom right and signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish,
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped
by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability
from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall,
Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her
mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human
and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the
art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art,
she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with
a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping
available}

599

12 Collectible, Special and Limited Edition Barbie Dolls In Original Packages 1992 Radiant in Red, 2005 Holiday Barbie by Bob Mackie, Harley Davidson Barbie Collector Edition, 2002 Spirit of the Water Native
Spirit Collection, 1997 Happy Holidays, 1995 18" Pretty Dreams Japanese packaging Barbie, 1994 Holiday Dreams, 1993 Twinkle Lights
10390, 1991 Blue Rhapsody, 1995 Teacher Barbi with 2 students with desks, chalkboard with shelved base and sound, 1996 Barbie &
Ken Star Trek Gift Set, and "Vanna" White with original fashion PLUS framed Barbie dollar - in house shipping available

600

Washburn Electric Guitar with Rectangular Hard Case - metallic blue color body, acrylic control knobs, head marked Washburn W14 fits in hard 41"x16" case with soft black interior {in house shipping available}

601

2 Star Wars Jakks Pacific 31" Action Figures - Darth Vader and Star Wars Rebels Inquisitor - Both in good shape, 2014 Inquisitor has
handle for double light saber but no "Blades", 2013 Darth Vader has fabric cape - minor scuffs from use - in house shipping available
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602

Mattel Barbie 1994 Erte Stardust Porcelain Doll 10993 - Stardust I is the first in a limited edition all porcelain doll collection for the
adult collector, inspired by the genius of and clothed in the ravishing gowns designed by Erte. Mattel item number 10993, Stardust is
wearing one of the 45 exotic gowns designed by Erte for the musical performance of the same name. Dazzling and sophisticated from
her star-tipped tiara to her silver painted slippers, she is hand-crafted, hand-painted and lovingly sculpted to capture that distinctively
elongated look Erte is so well known for. Stardust is all porcelain and stands approximately 13 inches tall, MIB and has been stored in
her original shipping box - in house shipping available

603

2 Trays of Over 70 Pcs Original Art by Phyllis Trager Hyman - Two trays of sketches, pastels, drawings and paintings from the estate of
Phyllis Trager Hyman, including many early works from the 60s- Phillis was a Sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical,
whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish
immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat
Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and
struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox.
Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork
and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld.
Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes,
phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the
social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper,
watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of
place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and
paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain
and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

604

Hollywood Walk of Fame Collection Lucille Ball Collectible Doll W/ Original Box - Approx 21", comes with stand and #0012 of 3,000
COA - still wrapped in original box - in house shipping available

605

1930s Oahu Publishing Company 50K Acoustic Guitar ase - This is a 1930s Oahu Style 50K acoustic guitar, with a square neck and a
metal nut riser showing that it was intended to be played lap-style as a Hawaiian guitar. At this point, steel guitar was almost
exclusively Hawaiian; Blues and country slide styles barely existed. The top, back and sides are likely birch laminate, with poplar for
the neck. The metal pyramid bridge is characteristic of Oahu student model guitars, and is bolted to the top.The Oahu Publishing
Company was based in Chicago, Illinois, and was set up by Harry G. Stanley in the 1930s as a sheet-music mail order house. To go with
the sheet music, Oahu also contracted with companies like Regal, Harmony, Valco and Rickenbacker to supply Oahu-branded guitars
{in house shipping available}

606

Lot Vintage Pipes & Holders - 20 pipes, 3 wood holders, glass tobacco jar with wood duck decorated lid, & cigar cutter/lighter (all in
used condition) {in house shipping available}

607

3 Acoma Pottery Vessels - incl. 10" diameter Leone Kuhne, 4" Fito Tena vase & 3" Jemez vase {in house shipping available}

608

Mattel Barbie 1991 Starlight Splendor Bob Mackie Limited Edition - Second in Series of Exclusive Barbie Dolls Designed by Bob Mackie
in original box, with 14"×10" Litho of the original Bob Mackie Design, and external shipping box {in house shipping available}

609

5 Marie Osmond Fine Collectibles Limited Edition Dolls MIB - All in original boxes (don't appear to have ever been unpacked) and
are stamped, signed and numbered on back of necks, complete with jewelry accessories in envelopes with COAs, 24" Coming up
Roses Collection "Marie" musical doll (plays Paper Roses, edition of 17,500 no COA found on quick inspection), 12 " Olive May 50th
Anniversary Tribute C4318 Toddler to The Osmonds 50 years of performing with sibling signatures on skirt and on COA (1061 of
5,000), 12" Edrie" C3840 Toddler with 3" Jim Shore Angel (704 of 2,000), Disney Tiny Tot Trio C80965 Knickerbocker 2001 Tenth
Anniversary (11214 of 15,000) and Mickey and Minnie Tiny Tots C103924 Knickerbocker Tenth Anniversary (#1414 )- in House
Shipping Available

610

Upcycle Found Object Art 3 Pc Bullfighter Set - made from found metal tool room items - 2 bulls made from hammers, wrenches and
pliers and bullfighter ( or Don Quixote) figure of found garage items - in house shipping available

611

Irish Belleek Fine Porcelain Display Accent Pieces with Original Boxes - Shell and Shamrock carafes (tumble ups), 11" two piece flower
form Spring Daisy and Seasonal (Butterly and Flowers) Hurricane candle holders with scent candles, 4 Butterfly mugs and 10"
Songbird Vase 2007 celebrating 150 years - in house shipping available

612

11 Canes from Around The World - Stylized elephant head handle with small ears and inlay bone polka dot accents, carved dragon
head (one horn missing), dragon design ending in claw holding ball handle, ethnic and folk art carved wood and bamboo sticks,
natural bent handle and twisted polished wood and more - in house shipping available

613

6 Ertl Collectibles Coin Bank Coca-Cola Die Cast Trucks, Vans and Fire Engines and More all MIB - 1997 1/30 scale Replica 1955 Ward
LaFrance Pumper Truck and American LaFrance 1948 Fire Truck ( ladders and chrome attachment pieces still sealed in original
plastic), 1996 Ford Semi "Drink Coca-Cola For The Home 6 Bottles 25C", 1996 1/43 Scale Stepvan, 1993 Merry Christmas1931
Hawkeye Motor Truck PLUS 1998 1931 Hawkeye Motor Truck for Wolverine Brass Co. - in house shipping available

614

9 Texaco Collector's Series of 1:6 Scale Die Cast Pedal Car Replicas - Crown Premiums BMC Toys Sequentially Numbered Limited
Edition Series of Four 1948 BMC pedal cars (two 1996 First Edition of 15,000 Fire Truck , 1997 No.2 Oil Tanker, 1997 No.3 Car and
Matching Holiday Ornament, and 1997 No.4 Pedal Car), 1998 Texaco Pedal Car Wrecker Set with 1940 Genron Wrecker and
Convertible, PLUS 1999 Collectible 1940 Sky Chief Air King Pedal Plane limited Numbered Edition of 5,000 - all mint in original boxes in house shipping available

615

Vintage Gold Gilt Pillar Lamp with Ornate Steel Cylinder Shade - w/ crystals - 39" tall {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party
shipping}

616

3 Table Top Crank Record Players - Harmograph Suitcase, Standard Model E, Oak Case Victor VV-VI-A - all 3 as is, rebuild or parts
{local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}
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617

Vintage Pressed Steel Toys Incl Nylint Construction Vehicles, etc. - Nylint 31" R. G. Tourneau Inc truck cab with heavy equipment flat
bed trailer (peeling original green paint, rust), and 23" yellow bottom lever drop dump truck in yellow with similar cab (missing plastic
motor inserts), Tonka 16"semi(kid decorated), 9" Highway Patrol car ( no top light or back doors) 9" VW Bug ( some rust andwear)
and 10" Army Jeep PLUS 16" A&P Semi - all well loved {in house shipping available}

618

16 Texaco Annual Collector's Series of Truck Banks, 1993-2004 with Some Special Editions - 1993 #10 in series 1939 Dodge Airflow
#9500, 1994 #11 1934 Doodle Bug(with Mirror) #B195, 1995 #12 1910 Mack Tanker #F122, 1996 #13 1949 White Tilt Cab Tank Truck
F950, 1997 #14 1917 Maxwell Car H500, 1998 #15 1929 Mack Fire Truck #415, 1999 #16 1920 Pierce Arrow H817 Regular Edition and
#19478 Special Edition, 2000 #17 1919 GMC Tanker #19542V and Chrome Millennium Edition #19812P, 2001 #18 1918 Mack Bulldog
Flatbed #20210P and Special Edition #20432P, 2002 #19 1935 Dodge 3 Ton Platform Truck #20728P and Special Edition Metallic Red
#20908P, 2003 # 20 1927 "Havoline" Graham Panel delivery Truck Special Edition 21321P, and 2004 1918 Ford Runabout with Tanker
Trailer Bank 21461P - all in original boxes, most never used or displayed - in house shipping available

619

14 Annual Wings of Texaco Airplane Banks 1993-2007 and 1 Display Sign - Complete Annual Series Except for #11 - 1993 No.1 1929
Lockheed Air Express, 1994 No.2 1932 Northrop Gamma, 1995 No.3 1931 Stearman Biplane, 1996 No.4 1940 Grumman Goose, 1997
No.5 1930 Travel Air Model R "Mystery Ship", 1998 No.6 1929 Curtiss Robin Airplane, 1999 No.7 Texaco's First Plane 1927 Ford TriMotored Monoplane Special 1999 Collector's Edition, 2000 No.8 1936 "The Duck" Keystone-Loening, 2001 No.9 "Spokane Sun-God"
1929 Buhl CA-6 Sesquiplane, 2002 No.10 "Texaco Eagle" Modified Franklin Utility Glider, 2004 No.12 "Staggerwing" 1939 Beechcraft
D17S, 2005 No13 "Waco Straightwing" 1929 WACO ASO (13 and 12 have shipping box as well), 2006 No.14 Spartan 1935 Executive
and 2007 NO,15 1939 Howard DGA-15 PLUS1999 12 1/2"x23 1/2" Sign for 7th in series - in house shipping available

620

36" long Texaco Service Station Lit Display - Shadowbox facade store fronts - fire station front with lit interior next to "John's Texaco"
- great display, suorr for annual car collectors, some lose to fire station and texaco sign lettering, front black panel is particle board
with minor edge swelling - in house shipping available

621

69 Vintage Rock and Roll, Pop, Funk, Disco, Christmas and Other Vinyl Record Albums & 100+ 45s - 12" 33 1/3LPs -Michael Jackson
Off The Wall and Thriller, The Jacksons Victory, Triumph and Live, Jermaine Jackson, La Toya Jackson Heart Don't Lie,The Partridge
Album and Sound Magazine, Simon and Garfunkel Bridge Over Troubled Waters, Gladys Night and the Pips It Hurt Me So Bad, Stevie
Wonder Hotter Than July, Champaign How 'Bout Us, Micheal Henderson Wide Receiver, Bee Gees Spirits Having Flown, Tom Tom
Club, Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band Soundtrack, Saturday Night Fever Soundtrack, Barbara Streisand Guilty, Grease
Soundtrack, Pink Floyd Wish You Were Here in plastic sleeve, Kenny Rogers Greatest Hits, Elvis Presley "Le Disque d'Or", "Blue Hawaii
Soundtrack Album" Sugarhill Gang 12" Singles "Rapper's Delights", "Sugar Hill Groove" and "Freedom", Stacy Lattisaw Let Me Be Your
Angel, Shaun Cassidy Da Do Ron Ron, Madonna Like A Virgin, The Fifth Dimension "Living Together Growing Together" and "The
Worst That Could Happen", The Best of Lou Rawls, Wilson Pickett's Greatest Hits, Aretha Franklin "Let Me In Your Life" and "With
Everything I Feel In Me" Teddy Pendergrass TP, Manhattans Greatest Hits, Ray Goodman and Brown II, Wham Make It Big, 8 Bay City
Rollers albums (BCR, Strangers in the Wind, Wouldn't You Like It Rock and Roll Love Letter, Once Upon A Star, Dedication , It's A
Game and Rollin'), Santa Esmeralda Another Cha Cha, Disco Mix45 12" Pamela Maynard Sugar Bum Bum/Dub Bum, Boney M. Night
Flight to Venus, Ken Lazarus Cecelia, Bob Marley and the Wailers Uprising, More Sparrow More and Latest Calypsos by the Mighty
Sparrow, Jocko Ain't no Stoppin' Us Now/ Rhythm Talk, Ronco Sound Explosion Partridge Family Christmas card, Bobby Sherman
Christmas Album, Elvis Sings the Wonderful World of Christmas, Jackson 5 Christmas Album, The Christmas Song Nat King Cole, The
12 Days of Christmas with Lawrence Welk, Silent Night Christmas Carols Holiday Strings, The Salsoul Orchestra Christmas jollies,
Christmas Greetings from Mantovani and his Orchestra, and The Magic of Christmas Three Disc Set - 100++ 45 including full range of
the Bee Gees & Andy Gibbs, The Village People, Ringo Star, Commodores, Kiss, Donna Sommers, Paul Simmon, Debbie Boone, Freddy
Fender, Queen, children's records, Christmas music, picture sleeves incl Captain & Tennile, War, World Spin, Paul Anka, Rita Coolidge,
Andy Gibb, Michael Jackson, Chuck Mangione, Brothers Johnson, Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo, and tons of others in and out of sleeves - in
house shipping available

622

Fine Art Glass Candlesticks, Vase and More - 11.5" cerulean blue dome footed candlestick with open rib optic blown pillar and slightly
rolled flare lip to candle cup, 11" dome footed crystal candlestick with hollow stem and cupped candle cup lip (both similar in color
and style to omes made by Pairpoint, Steuben or Sinclair), pr of red Murano low candlesticks with gold fleck rigerie, 9.5" Swedish
optic cranberry flash flip vase with sand blast etch floral design, PV France turquoise/ robin's egg blue goblet, and plum to clear
ribbed free form Murano (?) console bowl - in house shipping available

623

4 Specialty Texaco Trucks and Tugboats MIB - First and Second in Series of Texaco Tugboat Banks (2000 Millennium Edition Collector's
Club Special Edition "Fire Chief" and 2001 "Havoline" Edition with Texaco Havoline Tugboat store sign display, 9" Golden Wheel
Special Edition 1:18 scale 1940 Ford Texaco Tanker Bank, and sturdy 11" 1:18 scale pressed steel 1930 Tanker Truck (reportedly a
limited edition of 1,000 by Tess, but cannot find it listed, signed or numbered) - in house shipping available

624

5 Elegant Glass Rooster Figurines - Pr 9" Paden City roosters, pr 8.5" Heisey mold Chanticleer roosters (1 with small base chip) and 8"
New Martinsville rooster - in house shipping available

625

JC Penneys Electric Train Set Special 027 and Life-Like Roadrunner HO Train Sets - Marx made for JC Penney Electric Train Set Special
No. 7421 with locomotive engine and tender, caboose, gondola holding cars, transformer, 8 telephone poles, track and cardboard
fold out station, houses, tree and figures (not complete, good box graphics, some damage to one edge), and The Roadrunner HO LifeLike train set in box base (1400 Union Pacific Diesel Engine, Boxcar, flatcar and caboose, transformer and track) - in house shipping
available

626

Horror, Alternative and Quirky Character Action Boxed Figures - Dr Jeckyl, Beetlejuice, and More - Mezco Silent Screams Reel Masters
1920 Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, Barbie T2104 The Mad Hatter's Alice in Wonderland 2009, Neca Beetlejuice The Couch Scene 7" tall box,
10" pack Tub-Tastrophes Bleeding Edge, Inc 2004 tub toy, as is Living Faces Soft Foam Latex Mask kit and 1996 MTV's Beavis and
Butthead on couch figure (batteries corroded, as is) - in house shipping available

627

7 Texaco Racing Cars and Trucks MIB - 1:24 Scale Texaco Havoline Racing Collector's Series Die-Cast Banks (1994 Robert Yates, two
1995 Dale Jarrett, 1996 Ernie Irvan and 1998 Kenny Irwin 50th Anniversary of NASCAR), 1998 Premier Limited Edition of 10,000 1:87
Scale Davey Allison racing team transporter semi and 1995 Edition 1:64 scale Dale Jarret and Ernie Irvan Racing Team Transporter {in
house shipping available}

628

Ethnic Hand Carved Wooden Paddle Oars and African Throwing Spear - Unusual spear pointed canoe paddles with ornate over all
triangular geometric cut design and U shaped handkes and 72" African throwing spear (Masaai?) with hand forged iron raindrop form
spear point, 2 drops of horn discs and 6 metal bands weightong and strengthening staff, iron foot - Local Pick Up Only or Buyer
Arranges Third Party Shipping
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629

Barbie FAO Schwarz Signature Collection Dolls - Jeweled Splendor #14061 - Signature Collection Jeweled Splendor Barbie Doll with
shipping box wearing a gorgeous floor-length black velvet gown with black puffed sleeves. The bottom of the dress is trimmed in
golden braid, accented with colorful faux jewels. Her bodice is also accented by jewels, creating a colorful as well as spectacular sight.
She is adorned with a colorful jeweled tiara, and golden necklace and earrings complete this exquisite ensemble (photos of doll are
from stock online photos), 1994 Limited Edition FAO Schwarz Circus Star 13257 with parasol and stand and Special Limited Edition
FAO Schwarz Night Sensation 2921, last 2 with boxes but no shipping boxes {in house shipping available}

630

14k Gold Figaro Bracelet - 7 1/2" long (1.6 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

631

10K Yellow Gold With Pearl And Diamonds - ring size 8 1/2 , 4 1/2 mm pearl (total weight 0.8 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

632

Demijohn Carboy Green Glass Bottle with Stretched Neck - 24" tall, rough ring lip, stretched and unfinished rough cut lip - excelenpt
hand blown form - {Local Pick Up Only or buyer arranges third party shipping}
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